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BREAKING THE WAY FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS.
Yol. XL—Ho. 7.—Whole Ho. 267.
The truth shall make you free.—Jesus.
In the days of the voice of the seventh angel, the
mystery of God shah be finished.—St. John the
Divine.
'Whereof I was made a minister to preach the un
searchable riches of Christ, and the mystery which
from the beginning of the world hath been hid in
God.—Paul.
■----------------------- »•■■■<•>--—1-------------------

THE GOSPEL OF INHUMANITY.
“Commodore Cornelius K. Garrison’s wedding presents to
his daughter, Mrs, Day, included a completely furnished
bouse in St. Louis, (her husband’s home), ten acres of ground
a set of silver, and valuable laces.” •
The extract above, selected from numerous similar ones in
the Graphic's list of “ Notes,” may impress some persons,
who are ready to receive it, with the fact, that full nine-tenths
of the “ Christian people,” are not humanized, either in feel
ing or action. Talk of “ divine natures!” By what stage of
evolution, prated of by “ Pantarohians,” (evolution is well,
but their understanding of it is not), shall we, as a people,
discover the divinity of our natures before we arrive at the
essentially human, or humane? “Not human!” says one;
Not by any means may the race be called human. It has, in
reality, scarcely gone so far above selfishness and inhumanity
as to be named by that divine word human.
How the people hunt down the Tweeds, the Haras, and
the Burkes, and criminals of all classes, with avidity, when
the average murderer and thief is the result, only, of preced
ing circumstances, working upon those particular men of
whom society is composed; who are, in fact, only producing
what the dominant social element has presented in the shape
of motives to the individual man. These special results,
are merely the product of the general condition of society;
the individual offender only carries into [effect] the uniform
working of the laws, the price of food, the rate of wages, and
the whole of our political economy, which controls every
thing—there being the actual offenders the producing causes.
Take off this incubus and what have we ? The career of
vice is ended.
Not new laws, but the spreading of principles founded upon
sentiments of love and justice, and humane dealing must be
substituted for law, before the individual man shall cease
from producing crimes which, in fact, he has only embraced
as opportunities out of the chaos of elements over which he
has no control.
If you want a bible of humanity, and cannot extract it (as
the world has so far failed to do) from the teaching of Christ,
go to Victor Hugo and follow Jean Yaljean. The naked
heart dlThat man laid bare will cause your own to throb with
passion and pain. You belong to a tribe, a vast social mad
house of insane creatures in human form, who perpetuate
upon such men as Jean Yaljean the miseries of his life,
where thoughts of murder, and theft, and suicide mingle
with his daily bread, and areas familiar to him as the make
shifts for an existence! Oh no! Surely, he cannot blame
you! Surely, neither birth nor stingy fare, nor pitiless cold
or storm, nor dearth of love, nor the general condition of
society, has anything to do with his crimes! I ask you, how
many of you can bear the strain of the external and internal
semi-unconscious barbarisms of society that produce, in pro
portion to the obliquity or directness with which they fall
upon the man, the individual felon? How many men and
women can bear the strain? We ask the reason for mur
ders, suicides; for the public calamities visited upon us by
the Boss Tweeds and Jay Cookes of the country, and in
stantly condemn the man without studying his antecedents.
There are social bearings that must be counted in, and there
must; also be included the churches and pulpits, as defective
and incomplete as the men, or the man, by whom the public
has been visited—through a dexterous shuffle of the cards—
with mischievous and disastrous double-dealing and crime.
These very men, should—say they—have showered upon us
virtue and beauty, and have given us figs for thistles!
They should, were the forces uniform, which make it
possible for the individual to escape the accidents of his

birth, and inequalities which are numerically too great
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for him. How shall the individual rise above his associa
tions and the actual pressure of vast social laws that will
crush him, if he does not crush them ? On a fall of tempera
ture a part of the population die off and swell the deathlists ; the other part who can react>gainst it, may live on as
well as before. Those forces, or it may be plurality of influ
ences in operation, do the fatal work; and the results are, in
fact, the product of causes so uniform that they may be dealt
with and rendered harmless were they dealt with energeti
cally . But seldom are causes confronted, and a kind of make
believe is substituted, where the key-note of the trouble is
never struck! Who thinks of blaming anything but these men ?
Murders, suicides, money thieves and the whole catalogue of
vices, are, after all, nowhither. The “great law ” that is yet
to settle the question of crime is still to be found. It is^vainto
credit the statistics themselves to the balancing account, for
in spite of them, all around remains obstinately dark. At
best we only gather up a sort of miscellaneous history from
which descends to us the moralizings of a civilization which,
with different laws, different opinions, different morals and
different habits, would result in its being shown up as
spurious, fraudulent, false!
I will not pretend to give thejremedy, for the “ great law,”
which is not understood, viz.: love, is reaching its fulfilment
in spite of all the obstacles that cling to it, and I can only
help to rivet the attention, merely, to the work begun in the
conscience, more apparent in the last quarter of a century
than in any preceding one. There is scarcely a mind now in
the world that is utterly insensible. There is a spirit abroad
in the world of conscientious dealing of man with man. The cry
has gone out for light, light! People begin to study antecedents.
Something deeper, holier, more vital than the mere mush
of history, is getting a hearing in these days, and the “vital”
things are being repeated again by a class as despised as the
poor fisherman must have been in the days of Christ. The
practice of spiritual legerdemain is becoming legitimate. Men
deduce from it the solid ground for a different set of proofs
from any we have ever had before, concerning another life.
The ideal is just emerging. Men, up to this recent day of
the development of Spiritualism, (so pre-eminently the re
ligion of love), have scarcely believed a future possible in the
dead, flat uncertainty that accumulated under the church in
stead of disappearing.
Up to this time we have had wrong-headed, michievous,
philanthropy, which has discouraged the people, and which
kept us barbarians with the pretence of justice. But in
something like proof dawning in Spiritualism, we can count
an important gain for mankind. The general pulse is stirred
with a possible rejection of the ghoul element in society,
which consists solely of selfishness. Theology is sinking away
under it, and the faith is getting stronger in the newrelations
which the individual may sustain to the whole human family.
It presses upon him so determinedly, that he even pauses to
question whether Moody and Sankey had not better build a
cooking-range five hundred feet long, and send out baked
pork and beans to men with coats buttoned over the thinnest
under garments, and women and children shivering for want
of food and fire. Whether it would be a terrible kind of
Christianity that would send out a thousand coats a day from
the hands of John Wanuamaker and Geo. Stuart, and turn the
“depot” into a dispensary for warm clothing. If John Wannamaker can furnish a hundred ushers from his “ Christian
young men,” may he not make up the deficiency of good food
and clothes to a multitude who throng outside, and cannot
afford to go for “ eternal life,” with the Christian’s bread
and potatoe law in such a we^ik and unsound condition?
These men mean, simply, in the boomerangs they are issuing
with such self-congratulation,^to use them as an army uses
gunpowder; .simply to put an end to the state of things. It
won’t do to let fly a flag of truce in all cases; and a shirt for
every man’s back wouldn’t do the work! Gunpowder is
surer, and the man won’t need clothes or bread if he “ comes
to Jesus ” at the beckoning of Mr, Moody’s arm, which, like
his roll of oratory, never slackens. One would like to know,
however, how the “ point ” is to be reached. How man is to
reach the pinnacle where he shall become enlightened in the
substantial truths of the universe; where myths and dogmas,
and tenets so absurdly superficial, shall melt away into thin
air! Where, indeed, the false will terminate and the true
begin. We have had a religion replete with the accumlation of luxurious intellects; so verbose that the unsightly
and naked truth was smothered in the lap of this refinement,
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and only a hint or two of the great bursting agony of the
human soul could get admittance. It would be a relief if we
could hear now and then an answer to such terrible quakings of the soul with which deathbeds are visited. And I
may add, that when men find relief for wars and tortures
that exist in abundance, both of the mind and body, which
can only be appeased by the checking of the great crime of
universal selfishness and barbarous greed of, man toward his
brother, shall we have a place fit for the gospel to be preached
in, and men and women who can receive it.
1 The voluntary goodness of a few humane and Christ-like
men and women has thrown more light upon the study of
“human nature,” so-called, than all the sciences put to
gether. One great unselfish heart is the broadest and most
tangible proof of what humanity should be than a thousand
hypotheses, and] study of mental phenomena. And such a
transaction as occurred in the very heart of the reformers of
, Boston one year ago, viz: the persecution of one woman by
another, aided by a confederate, which at some time will be
given in detail by the writer,—is the best guarantee of the
“ dexterous shuffling of the cards ” by which inhumanities
may yet be perpetrated in the heart of our “ saintly ” circles
even of reform, and go unchecked by the virtue (?) and goodl
ness (?) of our time.
And while the heading of this article is possible in thou
sands of cases, when the poor are standing on every corner®
and ten thousand womeh as worthy as “Mrs. Day” go un
friended and subject to “social evil bills,” in our streets
and ministers treat the subject with the merest passing re
mark, stepping carefully, as if the slight tenure of their hold
on their [fastidious congregations would be broken by an im
prudence, we are as surely on the way to a terrible retribu
tive day of judgment as we can be. Not one minister of the
gospel (?) dare preach to his rich men of their sin of selfish
ness. Notone! It would be using gunxwwder where a flag
of truce does the work—better. Expediency takes the placeij
then, of unsparing candor and the singular boldness that is
required, like what Paul and Christ used in preaching th©
“gospel.” Ah! does it? They will think about it. They
will reflect on consequents and results—to themselves. Ig
not selfishness at the bottom, then, of all this ? Shall we
ever have the gospel preached in its real significance? In
warm countries, where food is cheap, and the body has^'fewer
needs, the bridge between the two states, physical and moral
is not altogether impassable; the preacher may venture to
“carry the gospel ” to the cheap-fed population without dan«
ger of losing sight of the humane, in grasping after divinity
which is not so absolutely out of reach for his hearers as it ig
in a rigorous clime—where, in the community that
Moody and Sankey are addressing it is. Men—all' men
—can’t “come to Jesus” under the eight hundred ga^
lights provided by Wannamaker and Stuart, because
their stomachs are empty and the physical man
is shivering with cold. If the said Wannamaker would com©
down with one single invoice of his stock of clothing, would
they be commencing at the right end ? Sooner orTater we
shall find it so. A hundred thousand persons are out of
work in Philadelphia alone. But Moody and Sankey are here
singing the “Ninety and Nine,” and distributing Gospel
generalizations, and what of it? If these men had come
with “ a whip of small cords,” and had driven the money
changers from Christ’s spiritual temple, then had we some
faith. If they had been the men to say, as Christ did “ My
Father’s house is a house of prayer, but ye have made it a den
of thieves,” then would “Moody and Sankeyism” become
a dominant element; as it is, it is a picture of robed and
annointed utterances, undeserving of permanence and the
laudation which it receives. They may be breaking the
ground, buc nothing more. Victoria Woodhull has got hold
of the right end of the matter. She has clamored for the
rights of industry, for franchise, for sexual emancipation for
abrogation of marriage laws, for woman’s liberation and
man’s expulsion from the right of ownership over her. Hio-her
still, she gazes as faithfully as ever Moses did toward the
promised land, into the dim future of the soul’s Elysian,
where peace with God shall come, not by compulsion and'
force, amid the perpetration of social wrongs, but by the
power of God, who leads the true-hearted toward a common
brotherhood—out of self into nobler and self-sacrificing life •
out of the word’s spirit into that of Christ’s, which is lovelove to all, high and low, the sinner as well as the saint.
1
Charlotte Barber,
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THE CAUSES OF SOCIAL WRONGS AND THEIR while false charity is a popular mixture containing equal
REMEDY.
parts of impulsive pity, heartless duty and cold contempt.”
Yery-much-iearned medical gentlemen laugh at the claims,
Orford, New Hampshire, Dec. 1,1875.
Artificial law, commerce, and religion are the causes of almost miraculous, of healing mediums; and very learned (?)
the wrongs, sufferings, and crimes that have always pre ladies and gentlemen (usually the sycophantic dupes of minis
vailed in civilized nations. Natural law, or the healing power ters and the free-paying patients of scientific physicians) join
of nature, would regulate society as it does the human body. in the laugh thus professionally taught them. But why are
Artificial law is a poison, which prevents the course of nature, not sudden cures as philosophical as sudden sickness ? The
and is sure to disorder society. It turns morality upside spiritual emotions (or shock) of either fear, joy or grief often
down, and keeps it so by force. It protects bad rich men in produces “sudden illness” in the physical organization.
wronging others, but is no benefit to honest men. The still Why may not a spiritual shock of magnetic motion and life
produce a sudden restoration of the equilibrium ?
ness of legal despotism is disorder.
Affected Humility.—This may he cured by compelling the
Artificial law creates commerce. Commerce makes rich and
powerful men. The rich make the class of suffering poor as patient to associate with birds of similar plumage, according
a natural consequence. Commerce and merchants cause to the principle imilia similibus cmsantur. It is usually a
luxury and love of show, avarice, speculation, selfishness, symptom of insincerity, and a form of stealthy self-assertion
dishonesty, and crime; then comes aristocracy and next Unsuspected, there is in almost every human miud a “weak
monarchy. Artificial law, commerce, and religion make spot,” a crevice between the most perfect cerebral convolu
leading men. The leading men have corrupted society, and tions, through which popular evils may make either ingress
are the secondary cause of all the crimes that are committed. or egress, rendering “immorality” and “insanity” and even
They have corrupted the government and ruined the United “imbecility” a possibility to every living individual. And
States. Every rich man, every man who lives in fashion yet, notwithstanding this overshadowing possibility, hover
able and showy style is a curse to his country. Commerce ing like a bird of evil in the atmosphere over every head,
was the cause of negro slavery. It is pretended that com there is but little forbearance and charity exercised toward
merce promotes peace, civilization and fraternity. The con the inobviously unfortunate.
The barbaric and uneliminated cruelty of mankind ex
trary is true. Qommerce was at the bottom of the piratical
wars of England in India and China and others the world over. presses itself in penitential institutions, in poor-houses, in
Commercial avarice caused the great national crime com jails and in the appointments of hospitals for the insane. The
mitted by the United States against Japan in forcing her to infernal verdict is, “ your miserable condition is, my dear
open her ports. It will be the ruin of the Japanese. The sir, entirely your own fault.”
support of republican government is plainness and exemp
The hell of theology is an imaginary red-hot lunaticnsylum
tion from large estates. Education or school learning has no extended out to an everlasting time, the same being in these
power to sustain freedom. Learning makes no man better, days supplied with all modern improvements, furnace in the
wiser, more free nor more just to the rights of others. In all cellar, gasoline apparatus, etc.
countries, the most virtuous, patriotic and respectable class,
No sane man ever commits any crime against the welfare
are the laboring poor, whether they have school learning or of his fellow-men. Insanity may be manifested only in slight
not. Ignorance is not a cause of crime, nor is intemperance. faults of character. Lying, stealing, hypocracy, avarice are
Aristocracy is the immediate cause of crime, and aristocracy only different names for different forms of insanity. So of
itself is the greatest of all crimes. The tramps, as they are the great acts called capital crimes; the person is always
called, who perambulate the country, are a natural conse more insane before than after the act, just as lightning is
quence of aristocracy.
more dangerous before than after it has struck and destroyed.
Natural government would make property sufficiently But, strange inconsistency, our courts and lawyers regard a
equal and ensure the prevalence of freedom and virtue. It murderer as infinitely more dangerous to society after the
would give all an equal chance. The people would move act than before. In fact, he is a thousand times less likely
spontaneously and unite to do all necessary acts of restraint, to do mischief than before the explosion of his mind. Be
punishment, protection, justice, charity and utility. Men cause, it is a truth that the commission of the crime was to
who are had by nature would have uo use fortheir bad quali his overcharged mind precisely what the terrific descent of
ties, and their good ones alone would be called into action. the thunder bolt is to the pent-up electricity in the cloud.
The fact that men establish government from a belief of its
Philosophically speaking, if there is such a thing as a spirit
necessity, proves it needless. If they were inclined to dis ual body, it must be something; if something, it must have
order and evil they would not make laws to prevent it. Even an existence and a definite position somewhere in space; if
the trees of the forest avoid injuring each other. They shoot in space, it must ;follow the laws 'of objects which occupy
forth few or no branches that can interfere with neighbors. space, including time, and have a relative as well as an abso
Unprincipled men believe in the necessity of human govern lute private consciousness.
ment. Destitute of moral restraint, they naturally think
Persons who pride themselves on virtue.—Paradoxicalitie
that all mankind resemble themselves. Those who wrong in human nature, like its comicalities, are continually teas
their fellow-men by lawful means, fear to trust themselves ing and vexing persons who imagine themselves models of
without legal protection.
consistency and dignity. But you will observe that really
The chief duty of a statesman is to undo what has been true and really virtuous people have the least to say about
done. Wisdom builds up no system of artificial government. either their truthfullness or their integrity. Most persons
It clears away the short-sighted and pernicious contrivances boast of possessing that iu which they are cousciously and
of men, to give free course to the system of nature. This is crimiually deficient.
true “progress.”
Nature’s spirit is always old, always new, never the same,
Supposing that all man-made laws in the United States always unchangable, never saves anything, yet forever pre
were abolished at once, disturbance and violence would take serves and advances the human spirit.
place only where they were needed. In parts of the country
cursed with luxury, ^monopoly and rich men, society could
(For WoodlmU’s and Claflin’s Weekly.
be equalized and purified without violence. In neighbor
MADAM GRUNDY.
hoods where the people were plain and none very rich,
BY L. E. BAXLEY.
things would go on as they did before. If any undertook to
I
once
knew
a
woman,
of manners genteel,
commit crimes they would soon be straightened. Society
Who for the woes of humanity deeply did feel;
would ferment and work itself clear like a barrel of new
She was pretty and witty, both winning and gay,
cider. Habitual rum-drinkers and opium-takers experi
Accomplishments many I’m sure you’ll say ;
ence great distress when they undertake to leave off the
And last, hut not least, a tongue she could use
habit. If they persevere in their abstinence they come right
With the greatest of skill whenever she choose.
at last. Just so with law-drunkeu society. Within ten or
Nowjhis beautiful woman was very respectable,
fifteen years after the'reign of natural law commenced, every
And was also considered remarkable;
thing would be right. None would be very rich and none
She had read the full history and secrets of all.
very poor. Every man and woman would have land enough
The old and the young, the great and the small.
for a home and a support if they wanted it. Every debt
And besides had a mission on earth to perform,'
would be honestly paid. The people would all be friendly to
Was the reason, she said, for which she was born.
each other. Crime would be impossible under natural gov
Well, I often have wondered, but never knew, how
ernment. Freedom for every one to do what he pleased
She was everywhere present to make the first bow;
would be protection to all. This state of things would con
You might travel the earth, or rise to the sky,
tinue as long as man-made laws were kept out. From the
Yet still the glance of her meek-looking eye;
most ancient history down to the present time, artificial gov
And sometimes I’ve thought, though it cannot be true,
ernment has had its way in every so-called civilized nation,
(A secret it is, so I’ll only tell you;)
and the only consequence has been wrongs, crimes, blood
This same noble woman, and most worthy dame,
and tears. It is high time to have natural government. As
Has a child or two somewhere, related—by name.
to myself 1 don’t need a trial of it to convince me, because I
Of her kindness in deeds I also will mention,
know now. Belief in the need of artificial law, like belief in
And allude to the genius she owned for invention.
a God, is not natural and rational, it is entirely a prejudice
She never forgot the same story to tell,
of education. Those who are weak enough to have the belief
Or, if so, a new one would do just as well;
had better be in better business.
Eeiphaeet Kimbalx,.
She knew all the “locals ” before they were out,
DRAUGHTS OF INSPIRATION FROM AN INEX
HAUSTIBLE FOUNTAIN.
COMPILED BY E. E. BOYD.

“Defects and injustice in existing statutes come to the
surface under the blaze of our new thought-light; and the
spirit of progress, swelling magnanimously in the heart of
philanthropy, speaks in trumpet tones these two words to
judges and legislatures, “Repent! Reform!” What does
this supreme spirit demand ? And for whom ? or what class ?
For the insane (or sick) and for the criminal (or unsound) the
Spirit of God speaks: ‘More justice and more sympathy;less
cold duty and less false charity.’ ”
“ Those who ‘ perform ’ charity from the dictates of 6 duty ’
are under the law of religion and civility, and thus are
neither just to the criminal nor kind to the insane. Sym
pathy is compounded of healing love, mercy and benevolence;

And saw Mrs. Phillips go riding about.
And “ knew how ’twould end, I told ye,” said she,
“ It never would happened if she’d heard to me.”
Now it chanced one day Madam Grundy espied
Some weeds that were growing, so over she hied
To Mrs. Lone’s garden on her “mission ” intent
As, on errands of kindness she frequently went;
So, with her large heart, and with her long tongue,
She toiled and she talked till her labor was done.
Just then Mrs. Lone, coming home from her farm,
Held upward her hands with a cry of alarm:
“ My dear Mrs. Gundy! O, what have you done?
You have ruined my garden, destroyed every one
Of the beautiful flowers I purchased of Vicfej
If the variest urchin had done such a trick,
I’d”----- here Madam Grundy interrupted her speech
By hastily taking herself out of her reach.

And homeward she sped with crestfallen air,
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And seated herself in her own easy chair;
She thought how ungrateful people could be,
While she was so kind to everybody;
Then out. of the window she happened to gaze,
And O, what a sight filled her heart with amaze.
There were real weeds growing in her garden at home,
While she on mistaken duty did roam.
MORAL.

If we would be honest, upright and true,
The bright path of virtue strictly pursue,
If we would give knowledge and wisdom a place,
And thus truly bless the good of our race,
We must spend all our time, labor and toil
To cultivate well our own mental soil;
To keep clean at home our own business mind,
Nor seek in another imperfections to find.

DUAL INDIVIDUALITY.
EXTRAORDINARY EXPERIENCES OP A YOUNG LADY.

Among the passengers by the steamer for Liverpool yes
terday, was a lady whose history is certainly one of the most
remarkable, if not'the most incredible on record. It is thus
related:
Some years since a ship carpenter, at Sunderland, England,
turned lecturer. His name was Anthony J. Oliver, and the
subject of his lectures was mesmerism. He was a great
reader and an extraordinary mesmeric operator, and when
he made his first appearance in public, his manifestations of
the odylic force astonished his audiences. His progress
through the towns of the North of England was one continued
harvest of shekels. Old and yonug, of both sexes—doctors,
lawyers, clergymen and scientists went to scoff at, hut were
spell-bound by his mesmeric power. Among others in New
castle, Miss Jennie Robson was a profound admirer of Mr.
Oliver. So great was his influence over her, that by the
force of his will, he could, at the distance of a mile or over, in
duce the mesmeric sleep and compel her to proceed to him.
This extraordinary fact was demonstrated in the presence of
a committee of scientific experts, when collusion was out of
the question. On one of these occasions she climbed a gargen wall seven feet in height and fell headforemost to tho
ground. She was taken up senseless, and medical attendance
was summoned, but in vain. She lay for six weeks in a con
dition bordering upon death. Just here it may be well
to digress for a moment. Mr. Oliver afterwards studied
medicine in the Newcastle College of Medicine. After the
war was ended in these United States, he, with a number of
his English friends, settled in Virginia. Every newspaper
reader remembers Ms tragic end. He betrayed an aristo
cratic Virginian’s daughter, and her father shot Oliver in
cold blood. When Miss Robson recovered her consciousness
she was blind and deaf, and she continued so for five or six
weeks. Tfie sense of hearing returned suddenly, but sight
returned more gradually, but in the end perfectly. The most
extraordinary feature of the case, however, was the fact that
she had lost all recollection of her former life. She did not
know a letter of the alphabet, and she could not play an
air on the pianoforte. Her father and mother were strangers
to her. Her pet dog was angrily thrust away. She was igno
rant of the use of knives and forks. She was simply a new
born infant, with this difference, that she could acquire
knowledge rapidly. Her education was commenced anew,
Arithmetic, history, geography,. French and music were
eagerly studied, and a new circle of friends was gradually
formed. Here again was an abnormal fastidiousness. The
friends of her former self were distasteful, and a young gen
tlemen who had loved her, and whom she had treated with
cruel ridicule, suddenly became her prime favorite. It soon
became known that Mr. Geo. Henderson and Miss Jennie
Robson were engaged. The young man’s parents consulted
Dr. Gibb, the doctor consulted Dr. Forbes Winslow, and the
young people were urgently advised to postpone the nuptials.
Parental opposition precipitated the union. A runaway
match made them man and wife in May 1856. At the birth
of their first sou, the poor mother remained unconscious for
three weeks. Similar symptoms followed the birth of a
daughter in 1860. One morning she awoke in her former
natural state, without any intimation from memory or con
sciousness that anything unusual had happened. The four
years of her married life were to her as though they had never
been. She shrieked with rage when her husband approached.
She designated her children “somebody’s little brats.” The
house was strange to her. She did not recognize her own
dresses or her own handwriting. She took up life again at
the precise point where she had left it when she fell into the
mesmeric slumber and tried to scale the garden wall. Exis
tence with her husband was unendurable, and she was taken
back to her mother. Parental interference resulted in a
judicial separation between the husband and wife.
Miss Jennnie Robson, as she again called herself, was
annoyed by any reference to her abnormal individuality,and
her parents yielded to her entreaties to leave the town, and
reside In the South of England. Near Dartmouth she gained
all her former health and spirits. Possessing a graceful form
and a pretty face, she soon became the focus of masculine
admiration, and finally a wealthy young farmer offered his
hand. Pere Robson, in spite of Jennie’s entreaties, insisted
that Frederick Hood should be informed of her previous
mental derangement and marriage. The poor fellow was too
deeply in love to fear consequences. Then a new obstacle
arose in a legal form. Her husband heard of her intended
marriage, and threatened Frederick Hood and Jennie with
“proceedings” if the match was consummated. Whereupon
Mr. Hood with J ennie emigrated to this country. Soon after
the pair proceeded to Southern Minnesota and established
themselves on a fruitful farm. But, alas, misfortune over
took them. In August last Mr. Hood was out driving with
his wife in a buggy, when the horse ran away, the vehicle
was upset, and Mrs. Hood was thrown violently to the
ground, receiving a severe contusion on the back of the head.
She remained unconscious for two weeks. When she recov
ered consciousness it was even as he feared. “ She did not
know me from Adam,” as he expresses it, “and I could no
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more convince her that I was her husband than I could stop
the earth in its orbit. Whenever he approached her she re
pulsed him with anger for spiriting her away from home.
All her old affection for her children and her former hus
band returned, and poor Hood had no peace till he started
with her on her way to England. The pair reached the city
from the West on Thursday last, and a friend of Hr. Hood’s
who saw the pair, informed the writer that the coldest and
most severe politeness existed between the whilom man and
wife. Nothing, however, can persuade the lady that she is
not the victim of Hood’s machinations, and her memory re
verts back to the immediate circumstances preceding the
birth of her baby in I860.—N. Y. Sunday Mercury.

USexism is the law of that distinction, and of the unition of civilized and barbarous social mechanism which is the enemy
the sexual forces.
of the passions and of humanity, inasmuch as it accords not
Unition is the homogenous and inseparable blending of two with the societary bonds willed by God. (III. 18.)
bodies or forces.
God has not created the passions, the elements of the
In the examination of animal life, we find one law of repro social mechanism, without providing for us some means of
duction running through the whole. First, two classes of utilizing these materials.
individuals; second, the unition of the elements of force
It is not, in the societary order, discussed whether God was
produced by the reproductive organs of at least one from
right or wrong in giving to human beings such-and-such
each class for the reproduction of their kind; also that the
passions; the societary order employs them without chang
result of such unition is dependent upon condition .and fol
ing anything, and as God has given them. (V. 187.)
lowing circumstances, which may improve, deteriorate, or
Our systems see only vice in all the Impulses which nature
even change the individuals from one generation to an
other, until new varieties are produced ; that the same re has given the child; little girls are wrong to like dress and
sults are manifested in all classes of life, not only proving a dancing; little boys are wrong to like gormandizing and
unity of all life, but a unity of force. Then to establish the dirt {mal-pro'prete']. Thus, to believe our sophists, nature is
DIVORCE.
force in any point or class, establishes it in the whole; for wrong in all and everywhere; she has not known how to or
BY GEORGE EDGAR MONTGOMERY.
ganize human beings regularly.
that purpose we will take human life in embryo.
The law has spoken,
Remark.—The reference as to boys liking dirt, is based
Human
life
begins
with
a
single
cell,
cup,
or
stomach;
hav
The law has broken,
ing a compound action of expansion (heat, magnetism) and upon his opinion that in community life this tendency would
And men have hearkened its-stern decree;
| contraction (cold, electricity); the first implies action, ex be utilized in groups of boys, denominated “Les petitis
The great world wondered:
tension, life; the second implies rest, inertia, death; while a hordes,” whose work it would be to remove and utilize all
Two lives are sundered.
Two streams have flowed to the sullen sea.
harmonic balance of the two implies a continuity of life and offensive materials, in which service they would be attracted;
perfective growth, and the individual lives fast or slow ac thus a propensity that in civilization is an unmitigated
The past is in ashes,
cording to the preponderating force, and continues according nuisance, becomes in the societary order most useful and
And memory dashes
to
the supply to replace the waste; (disease, injuries and sur honorable. An eminent physicist said, that: “dirt is only
The hopes that were bom with the birth of the years;
matter in the wrong place;” so the propensity to handle it
rounding circumstances not considered).
Life’s dream is relinquished,
The two classes of individuals we call male and female so notorious in boys, is in the wrong place in civilization;
Love’s lamp is extinguished.
therefore the two'life-forces which work out individual life’ but the wrong is in the civilization, mechanism, not in the
The future is laden with curses and tears.
we call male and female, magnetism and electricity, positive propensity. King John, of England, it is said, requested his
Death’s parting—to sever
and negative. The existence begun by the unition of these attendants on an occasion when the fire was too warm, to
Forever, forever.
two forces in matter, and by continued action of these forces remove the chimney (or supports) farther back. So civilizers
To breathe in a world without fragrance or bloom!
grows by an increase of structure or cells similar in form, endeavor to remove the natural propensities instead of re
Death’s parting—to wander
life
and action to the primal, but so incorporated as to be moving the causes which render their exercise unpleasant,
Alone, and to ponder
come a necessary part of the first; and here the point estab- and fitting the shoe to the foot, ia place of vainly attempting *
O’er dreams that lie buried in anguish and gloom.
lished runs through the whole organism. Each cell, though to fit the foot to the shoe. But nature is right every time;
What demon has entered
perfect in itself, yet as necessary to the perfection of the and our business is to utilize and not suppress it. And, as
Where angels have centered.
the mountain will not come to Mahomet, it is about time for
whole as the perfect hand is to the perfect body.
Where life was as sweet as the glance of a child;
The embryotio life being made up of the male and female Mahomet to prepare to make arrangements to see about
What flame has o’erpowered
forces in unitized action, must have the same’result within going to the mountain.
The love so embowered,
itself, that first brought itself into life, which is the fact; an
It results from this glance, that passional equilibrum,
The beauty, the hope, and the faith undefiled?
increase of kind in structural growth.
about which so much has been said, is no arbitrary science as
Ah! bright was the summer,
Again, if the individual grows only by the unitized action of is that of Plato or Seneca, but rests on fixed rules. (Y. 322.)
When ev’ry new-comer
both forces, then the individual should exhibit the combined
The vice of civilizees, consists not in having too much,
Poured gladness in bosoms of bridegroom and bridenature of both forces, and vary according to the preponder, but too little ambition; and the vice of civilization, consists
Ah! pure was each meeting,
ating activity of either force, while the balance of the two in its failure to famish any means to satisfy even the medio
Each smile and each greeting,
forces should present the most perfect male or female; cre ambition which it excites. (V. 411.)
Each tear that seemed sweeter than honor or pride.
which, I think, the observation of life well establishes;
There must exist a unitary passional code, composed by
Their lips unrepenting,
therefore, sexism established as the foundation of existence
God, and interpreted by attraction, before which any number
Their eyes unrelenting,
and its only method of growth, must run parallel with and
of libraries crumble. (III. 276.)
They turn from the path that is fairest to men;
be the crowning glory of immortality.
Hope weary and sighing,
There is nothing vicious in our tastes and characters; they
If the law is right, then the mistake is in sexual life
Love bitterly dying,
Continuity of life is dependent upon two points, a balance oj are distributed in the variety and proportion suitable to our
The visions that were will come never again.
force and of supply and waste. The sexual condition of future destinies, and there is nothing vicious on the earth
human life is the extreme reverse of this; a lack of balance but the civilized and incoherent order, which can in no
O Heart! once forsaken,
Once withered and shaken.
and an alarming waste and prostitution of sexual force, so degree adapt itself to our passions.
Thy world is hereafter a woe and a shame;
Moral science pretends to repress the discordant passions,
that the wonder is not that we die, but that we live even
Cold pride may sustain thee!
but repression is not harmony. The end is to reach the
miserably as we do.
’Twill bruise thee and chain thee,
The great question of the immediate future is Sexism. Not gpontaneous mechanism of the passions without repressing
’Twill mock thee with throbbings thou canst not reclaim.
“ if a man die shall he live again,” but how shall man live any. To regulate them, it is necessary that each individual,
—(Arcadian.
in seeking only Ms personal interests, should constantly serve
and not die.
L. M. Rose, D. M.
The above is very fine, poetic, sentimental and all that. The only
the interests of the community, which is exactly contrary to
difficulty with it—it isn’t true. Now, see how just the change of twenty
the civilized mechanism, which operates only by repression
GEMS FROM FOURIER.
words or so will totally reverse the meaning and make it more a state
and constraint. (Y. 48-51.)
ment of the facts, and more beautifully poetic than before.
T. C L
Selected by A. Ckidge.
The bon-ton is the office of the passion unityism, which is
MORAL PHILOSOPHY.
driven back for want of range. In civilization it only leads
MARRIAGE.
As to reforms in morals, if politics and religion fail, mor to sloth. . . . It is a brilliant effort of bon-ton to deter
The law has spoken,
ality will fail more decisively. What is it, in the body of mine all the best society of Europe, to adopt a unitary lan
The law has yoken,
the sciences, but the fifth wheel of a coach, inefficiency actu guage—as French, for conversation, and Italian for music.
And men have hearkened its stern decree;
alized? Wherever it combats alone against a vice we are In this aspect, bon-ton is a reversed image of societary har
The great world pondered,
assured of its defeat. It may be compared to a worthless mony, where customs prevail only by unanimous consent,
Two lives are squandered,
regiment, which, suffering defeat in every encounter, must without intervention of morals, laws or punishments. With
Two streams have flowed to the sullen sea.
be ignominously disbanded. Thus the sciences will have to harmonians, it would bring in its train productive labor,
The future is ashes,
treat morality for the services she has rendered them. If directing to this end all classes and all passions, instead of
And memory dashes
politics or theology have ever accorded to you moralists the exciting, as with us, indolence and dangerous customs. It ig
The hopes that were born with the birth of the years;
least consideration—if they have admitted you as adjuncts the image direct, and not reversed, of unityism that leads to
Life’s dream is relinquished,
in the struggle against vice, it is to throw on you the respon industry. (VI. 404-5.)
Love’s lamp is extinguished,
sibility of defeat, and keep to themselves the benefits of
The future is laden with curses and tears.
Naturamexpellas furea tamen usque recurret. This recur
error. . . . Even as we see the remnants of a defeated
rence,
or return of passions towards their objects—towards
Death’s meeting—to endeavor
army turn into scattered bands which for sometime infest
luxury, groups, mechanism, unityism—produces effects com
Forever, forever,
the seat of war, so we see the remnants of the moral coterie
parable to those termed in physics, diffractory, or reflection
To breathe in a world without fragrance or bloom!
forming similar bands, marching without order, system or
of colors or surfaces of black or opaque bodies. Civilization
Death’s joining—to wander
end. Like drowning men, they clutch everything—meta
For life, and to ponder
Is figuratively an opaque body, black with fraud and crime;
physics, commercial wealth, every novelty. These are the
O’er dreams that lie buried in anguish and gloom.
yet it; presents some reflections of harmony. Gaming is a
literary bandits who infest the commercial highway. . . .
factitious ailment with which people supply that mania for
What demon has entered
They are regarded as the fly on the coach wheel. No reign
intrigue which possesses man, and to the exercise of which
Where angels have centered,
but had better ended than theirs.
man is impelled by the spur of the tenth passion, called
Where life was as sweet as the glance of a child;
This doubleness of action, this dissidence of man with Cebalis. Empty minds, such as those of peasants, like to
What flame has o’erpowered
himself, has given birth to a science named morality, which gamble, because it develops in them the passion, which finds
The love so embowered,
views duplicity of action as the essential condition and im but little food under the stubble. It pleases even ardent
The beauty, the hope, and the faith undefiled?
mutable destiny of man. This morality teaches that he brains, where there is not sufficient action in intrigue. It
Ah! bright was the summer,
should resist his passions, be at war with them and himself agrees with fashionable company, because truth is banished
When ev’ry new-comer
—a principle which places man in a state of war with God; therefrom by conformity; passion, (emotion, etc.,) cannot
Poured gladness in bosoms of beau and of belle;
for the passions and instincts come from God, who has given reach there; all is frigid; an artificial intrigue must be
Ah! dear was each meeting.
them for guides to man and to all his creatures. (II. 27.)
created by means of cards, but no one proposes cards to
Each smile and each greeting,
The science of morality is not yet born; we are not even those who have under way an intrigue that is genuine.
Each tear that seemed purer than pearl in its shell.
agreed on its first principles. Agree among yourselves on
^
*
sf:
Their lips unrepenting,
these principles, if you desire your children to have them.
Moralist’s Reply.—We must love virtue and industry.
Their eyes unrelenting,
How can you expect teachers to teach a science not yet in We can tell them that they must know how to render virtue
They turn from the path that is fairest to men;
existence?—Le Drapeau Blanc, 1823, quoted by Fourier in and industry amiable; these cannot please man but by means
Hope weary and sighing,
Y ol. IL, page 180.
of the passional series. Moralists should know how to organize
Love bitterly dying,
Moral truths! There are a hundred thousand moral con this order, now that they have been saved the trouble of its
The visions that were will never come again.
discovery. But as long as the regime of parcelled and re
tradictions. (II. 54.)
O Heart! once forsaken.
A fourth science—morals—which boasts that it has studied pugnant industry lasts, it is in vain to oppose to the passions
Once withered and shaken,
man, has only studied the art of denaturalizing him; of sup the orations of Diogenes and Mirabeau; these passions march
Thy world is hereafter a woe and,a shame;
pressing the springs of the soul under the pretext that they to their goal per fas et neas. God has placed in our soul
Cold pride may sustain thee!
twelve spurs of movement, which urge us to the end in spite
do not agree with the social order. (III. 718.)
’Twill bruise thee and chain thee,
Outside of the developments of the unitary series [the of the lessons of Mirabeau and Diogenes.
’Twill mock thee with trobbings thou canst not reclaim.
It is easy to suppress the passions by violence. Philoso
mechanism of the “combined order,” as advocated by Fou
rier in opposition to the isolated household and competitive phers suppress them by a stroke of the pen; the bolt and the
IMMORTALITY.
business relations] the passions [affections, propensities, sword come to the aid of gentle morality. But nature
Sexism, the base of, and only hope for immortal life,
sentiments] are but demoniacs, unchained tigers, from which appealing from this decision, regains her rights; passion,
feex is the distinction in life of two classes, male and fe the moralists of civilization have been led to suppose that smothered in one point, asserts itself in another, as waters
male.
the passions are our enemies. On the contrary, it is the barriered by a dam. CYI. 404.)
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views that are expressed in the editorial columns of the
Weekly, or by its editor-in-chief upon the rostrum. Candid
criticism of radical and revolutionary truths relating to the
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For these reasons we are glad to he able to make a recent
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social freedom ; besides, also, the evidences of failure to
recognize what has been repeatedly set forth in the Weekly
regarding the industrial equality of the sexes, which The
Press considers the key to the whole subject. We shall re
produce the article by paragraphs, replying to each in turn :
“ Victoria C. Woodhull is advertised to lecture in Water
bary, Wednesday evening, Dec. 22, on the ‘True and False,
Socially.’ There is something remarkable about this woman
which causes people to flocK to hear her speak wherever she
goes. Many, doubtless, go out of curiosity, just as they do to
hear Henry Ward Beecher, whose views of the marriage
question, free-love, etc. are identical with those of Woodhull,
though he dare not express them as boldly. It has been cus
for the press to apply vile epithets to her both in and
If a man Jceepeth my saying he shall never see tomary
out of season, but we observe that she is receiving a great deal
of flattering attention of late from the Western press, in
death.—Jesus.
which part of the country she has been lecturing.”

To him that overcometh, I will give to eat of the
hidden manna.—St. Jolm the Divine.
That through death he might destroy him that
had the power of death, and deliver them who
through fear of death were all their lifTime subject
to bondage.—Paul.
The wisdom that is from above is first pure, then
peaceable, gentle, easy to be entreated, full of mercy
and good fruits, without partiality and icithout hy
pocrisy.—James, iii., 17.
And these signs shall follow them : In my name
shall they cast out devils; they shall take up serpents;
and if they drink any deadly thing it shall not hurt
them; they shall lay hands on the sick and they
shall recover.—Jesus.
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We are prepared to furnish a few hundred complete sets
of the first series of Bible Articles consisting of fifteen num
bers of the Weekly, for one dollar, postage paid.
Our
friends should lose no opportunity to bring these articles to
the attention of those whom they can interest. A careful
study of all of them is necessary to a complete understand
ing of the great and all-important truth that is yet to be re
vealed; which must he carefully and judiciously brought be
fore the world, as the sun comes upon it, bringing first the
break-of-day, next its dawn, and afterward its full meridian
splendor.
THE DOUBLE TRIANGLE ;
OR, THE SIX-POINTED STAR IN THE EAST.
For we have seen his star in the East, and we are Come to worship
him.—St. Matthew, ii., 2.

This figure is allegorical of the truth, to the exposition of
which the Weekly is now devoted. It has been clearly
shown in our present series of leading articles that it repre
sents the coming blending together of the inhabitants of the
earth and spirit spheres in a common brotherhood, and the
establishment thereby of the universal human family. It
also represents still another and more important truth which
has not yet been introduced, but which, defined in a few
words, is, God in man reconciling the world unto Himself.
We adopt this diagram as emblematic of our future work

.

remarks.

We think we are safe in saying that the day of curiosity to
see the outspoken advocate of social freedom has ended, and
in its place that there has come a healthy spirit of inquiry—
a desire to know what this freedom really means. In our
recent lecture trip of one hundred and eighteen consecutive
nights we found there had been a marked change from the
moving inspiration of the audiences of two years ago.
The changed'treatment that our opinions have received from
the press, generally, during this trip, speaks of this more
potently than any word s of fours can speak, of the real con
dition. So long as curiosity was the ruling motive it was
safe for the- press to use the common weapons of bigotry
and intolerance ; hut when inquiry succeeded to curiosity,
then another method of treatment had to be adopted ; and
from mere abuse, without a presentation of our positions, a
departure was made to candid statements of what we have
said, and courteous personal treatment. If there were no
other reasons, this one fact would go far toward proving
that there is a great fundamental truth involved in the social
question. “Truth crushed to earth” always rises again,
but “error wounded, withers in pain and dies.” Had the
theory of social freedom been erroneous it would have died
a natural death long since under the infliction of the terrible
wounds it has sustained. Instead of this, however, it has
struggled against all opposition, and to-day has come to be
a thing to be inquired about by the best classes of society.
With the exception of a few strongholds, where a bitter and
bigoted prejudice exists, most unyieldingly, the press of the
country have unanimously admitted that the social question
is a proper subject for public consideration, and its advo
cates entitled to the same kind of treatment that is extended
to the advocates of other theories and views. But these few
strongholds will soon have to yield. They can no more hold
out against the spirit that is abroad in the country than
they could elect Mr. Greeley against the spirit that was
abroad in the same way during the last Presidential cam
paign. Paris is said to be France ; but the event of that
campaign proved conclusively that New York is not the
United States. So in regard to the social question, the New
York press may for a time longer ignore the fact that there
is a social issue before the country that will be settled, and
which it has got to help to settle ; bat the tide that has set
in from the country and the large cities of the West, will
eventually, compel it to hoist its colors and to do battle
against the common foe to the race—the improper relations
of the sexes.
“ Much really valuable truth, and often quite as unpalat
able as valuable, has been given to the world, mixed, possibly
with some grave errors in her name. At ‘ tearing down ’ she
is an adept, but we have never yet been able to comprehend
her plans for ‘ building up,’ if she has any. She would
emancipate woman from sexual bondage to man by giving to
both absolute freedom, in as well as out of marriage, and
making that freedom both honorable and lawful by statute
and common cooseut.”
It seems to us that the “tearing down ” process is a very
necessary part of this work that is required to be done. But
we are obliged to object somewhat to this phrase as applied
in the quoted article ; as generally applied to the agitation
of social freedom, because it is not, strictly speaking, a tear
ing down process in which we are engaged. To be sure, we
would have just such a condition of things inaugurated as
is set forth in the last part of the paragraph, hut such an
inauguration would be a constructive process ; it would be
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the making of a new order of society, and not a destruction
of an old order. A new order of society cannot be univers
ally attained save through the substitution of a new for an
old or existing form. But before such a substitution can
take place there must he radical changes wrought in the
minds of the people. It is not the individual who makes a
new order. It is composed of the masses moved, originally,
perhaps, by the individual; hut moved out of the old into
the new by reason of conviction, or else by reason of neces
sity.
It may he said that Lincoln’s emancipation proclamation
was an exception to what we have just said ; but it is not,
since Lincoln issued that proclamation m the name of the
people of the United States as their executive head and not
as an individual. It was Lincoln the President who finally
tore down slavery. The early Abolitionists only called the
attention of the people to its rottenness and barbarities.
And this is what we are now doing. We are not tearing
down anything; we are (merely showing the weaknesses,
unsoundnesses, and inhumanities of a system that counts its
hanged by hundreds per year, its criminals, insane, and
idiotic by thousands, and its vicious'by millions; its dead in
fants also by millions, and its decaying adults by tens of mil
lions. We confess, however, that it is no fault of ours that
-we are not tearing in pieces a system that bears such fruit
as these, If it were leveled with the earth to-morrow a
decade would witness greater strides by the whole people
than have been made by the seven millions of negroes who
were recently slaves. We conceive that there can be no
higher duty that a citizen can perform than to call the at
tention of his or her fellow-citizens to any dangerous thing
that exists in their midst; and we think it is safe to say that
there is no such dangerous thing in existence anywhere as a
system that bears such fruit as these which we have just
enumerated.
“ While such a condition of things might be desirable to a
large majority of men, (particularly those men with wives
grown prematurely old with hard labor and excessive child
bearing, the best part of whose lives have been cheerfully
devoted, and perhaps sacrificed, to a husband’s will and.
desires), it would be a freedom consisting of the foulest in
justice to woman, because, while it gives the largest liberties
to man it does not free woman.at all. It is only through
financial emancipation that woman can be free. Until she
becomes equally with man, capable of self-support, (and that,
considering her many physical disabilities, seems almost im
possible), she must be more or less man’s property, to be
bought and sold, for a money consideration, for it generally
amounts to that in the plain English definition of marriage.”

‘f
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REMARKS.

What a confession is this to be made by an editor of a
paper that circulates among the so-called respectable classes:
“The plain definition of marriage” is “to be bought or
sold for a money consideration.” This is the definition
usually given to prostitution. Are marriage and prostitution
then coming to be considered by the.more thoughtful of the
people as synonymous terms, and as meaning the same
thing ? That they are synonymous terms and mean the
same thing when the former is merely legal; when it is not
based on love, is a self-evident proposition, the only differ
ence being that in the former case the bargain and sale is for
life, while in the latter it is temporary. It seems to us if a
temporary bargain and sale for a monetary consideration he a
bad thing, that a bargain and sale for life is infinitely worse.
It is axiomatic that the longer a had thing continues, the
worse it becomes, and marriage can he no exception to this
rule. Hence the longer a union of man and woman, that is
maintained by law instead of love, continues, the lower
the grade of prostitution that it exemplifies. This may be an
unpalatable truth to many married people ; hut it is the
truth, and such truth as needs to be proclaimed from the
house-tops of this “sin-bestridden and disease-cursed”
people, so that they may escape from the system iu which
they dwell, before it shall fall upon and crush or involve them
in its ruins.

f

But worse even than what we have said, because it di
rectly calls in question the innate purity of woman, are the
deductions with which this declaration is preceded. It is
argued that a condition of “honorable and lawful” free
dom for the affections, would he the “foulest injustice to
woman.” Why? “ Because it does not free woman at all,”
it goes on to say. Here the whole burden of what was
previously declared to be “bargain and sale,” is charged to
the account of woman. It will not do to emancipate woman
from “sexual bondage,” because it would do her “the
foulest injustice;” and this is the world’s argument. Hear
it, oh, woman! and tinge your cheeks with shame at your
attempted defense! You must remain “ more or less man’s
property,” must continue “to he bought or sold for a
money consideration,” since to be emancipated from these
conditions would be doing you “the foulest injustice.”
And particularly would this he the result to “ waves grown
prematurely old by excessive child-bearing,” and those
whose “lives have been, perhaps, sacrificed to a husband’s
will and desires.” Oh, woman! To what a depth of in
famy have you sunk to have such defense as this made of
your needs. With all the terrible pictures by which we
have attempted to call the attention of woman to her con
dition, we have never even conceived it possible that she
could fall to such degradation, such shameless and volun
tary degradation as this. But we are glad that the possible
condition in which some may be engulfed has been pointed
out to woman by those who criticize us as being ‘ ‘ tearers
down” rather than “buildersup.”

f
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stowed. Then, as a mere question of purity; of virtue;
POSTAL CARD NOTICES.
of chastity; the argument from the admitted standpoint of
our critic is wholly on the side of freedom and utterly
We feel constrained to say that we must insist upon some
against not only his deductions but also against marriage. attention being given to the postal card notices that have
Will he have the courage to lay this argument, made from been addressed to delinquent subscribers. Most of these
his own propositions, before his readers:
have been twice notified of the expiration of their sub
“ He who holds the purse holds the power. Mrs. Wood- scriptions by the sending in the Weekly of hills for the
hull suggests a very easy way for men to escape from faded coming year; and now they have been notified by a per
wives, no longer blooming sweethearts perhaps because of
their very devotion to these same husbands, but she does sonal card sent to their several addresses separate from the
not open a door to liberty for those unfortunate women paper. We repeat that we must insist upon some acknowl
who, in such case, must generally be dependent upon some
body other than themselves for support or give their persons edgement as set forth in the appeal printed upon the postals,
up to shameless prostitution and debauch, which we under or we shall be obliged to resort to more extreme measures
stand Mrs. Woodhull holds in abhorrence in common with
all right minded people. In short, she does not point out to purge our lists of the names of those who continue to
the road to woman’s financial independence or equality, and receive the Weekly with no intention of payment. We
until that is gained we do not see how there can be sexual
freedom for women, unless it be the foul freedom of the also call the attention of subscribers to the bills for renewal
harlot to earn her living by crucifying every womanly in of subscription, now being sent out weekly, wrapped in the
stinct of love and attachment.”
paper, and request prompt attention for^them.
This paragraph starts out with a false proposition. We
deny that “he who holds the purse holds the power,” and
LIFE-SIZE LITHOGRAPH.
assert in the most positive manner that, in freedom, woman
holds a power as much superior to the purse as the purse is
We have just received the first edition of life-size litho
superior to anything else among men considered as a sex graphs of Victoria C. Woodhull, from the lithographic
apart from woman. If women only knew ; their power, is establishment of Armstrong & Co., of Boston, Mass. They
it to be supposed that they would barter it aw;ay by volun are splendid pictures, both as a work of art and as like
tarily resigning it to the legal control of man? Never! nesses. They are printed on heavy paper 20 x 24 inches,
From the moment the woman becomes the legal wife, from and specially adapted for framing. They will be sent post that moment she became a negation in the affairs of the paid, securely wrapped to guard against damage, to any
world. Whatever influence she may continue to hold, she address for 50 cents. The common price of lithographs
holds by suffrance and not by virtue of her own right ;she
But our critic has hit upon one fundamental truth. If it ceases to be a positive power; she loses control and becomes of this size is $2 ; but we have arranged with the publishe r
to furnish them in large quantities, at such rates that they
is only by the bargain and sale of personal favors either in the acquieser.
can he resold at the price named without loss to us. They
or out of marriage, that a woman can obtain a livelihood,,
are thus put within the means and reach of everybody who
Consider
for
a
moment
what
would
be
the
situation
of
it is clear that to live she would have to make such sale.
We agree with our critic that “ It is only through financial women in a body should revolt against legakbondage to’man. desires to have a splendid life-size portrait of the Editor-inemancipation that woman can be free.” Taking the posi Suppose all women were to declare themselves free and Chief of the Weekly, who has devoted her life wholly to
tion in regard to marriage that is admitted by our critic, that they would no longer minister unwillingly to the ‘ ‘ will the inauguration of a new dispensation on earth, in which
Suppose his we say misery, vice and crime shall have no place.—[Managing
that it “ generally amounts to being bought or sold for a and desires” of their husbands?
Editor].
money consideration,”—we say taking this as an admitted is it not cjpar that they, would have their case in their own
-—-——------------------------hands
the
moment
they
should
do
it?
Is
it
not
clear
that
fact by our opponents, let us see to where an argument
LECTURE
APPOINTMENTS.
in regard to pecuniary dependence based upon it, will in they could command their own terms? Is is not clear that
if
they
should
demand
six
days
of
freedom
each
week
from
evitably lead. It must be remembered that we are now
Victoria C. Woodhull will lecture at Ford’s Opera House,
speaking from our opponents position, and that the deduc submission to the “ will and desires” of their husbands that
Washington. Monday, Jan. 10, and at Academy of Music,
it
would
he
obtained?
Aye,
more.
Is
it
not
clear,
if
tions are of their own procuring. If it be true (of which
Baltimore, Tuesday, Jan. 11th, and soon thereafter at Har
there is no doubt) that marriage is what our critic states it they should demand the terms proclaimed by nature
risburg, Altoona and Williamsport, Pa.
in
the
fallings
and
the
waneings
of
the
Goddess
of
to be, then marriage is itself the first and prime cause of
--------- ,----------------- Nothing
woman’s degradation. For is it not clear if there were no the Night that they would he obtained ?
could
be
more
palpably
evident.
All
that
man
gives
CORA A. SYME FUND.
marriages, if there were no women bound by law or custom
to serve their pecuniary masters, that, all women being free now, and more, for the unlimited license granted him
to compete for their support, they would gain it at less by law, he would give freely for any terms of capitula Amount Previously Acknowledged...............................................$283 25
sacrifice of submission to the “ will and desires ” of their tion that a rebelling womanhood might offer; and Previously reported 71 Six Months’ Subscription........... ............ 106 50
$176 75
'present legal controllers in these respects? In other words, men know this too well, and fear they may be reduced to Subject to Appropriation Last Statement........................
RECEIVED SINCE.
is it not patent on its face, that there would be less submis the acceptance of some such terms, and therefore are op
$2 00
sion on the part of women as a whole to the “ will and de posed to freedom for woman. Thus, where is the escape E. A. Pearce........................................... .
J. K., Cincinnati.................................................................. j oo
sires” of men as a whole, if there were no legal ties binding “ for men from faded wives no longer blooming sweet Jacob Fleiscb................ ............... ...................................... . jq qo
the larger part of women to submission? Our critic tells us hearts because of their devotion, (submisson he should have J. Alexander.............................................................. ......... 200
15 70
that it is this submission to the “will and desires” of hus said) to these same husbands? It is a myth, similar to the J. P. Hollister..................... ..... ....................
2 00~$32 70
bands that produces the “prematurely old” wives; that conjurings with which pro-slaveryites used to frighten John Orth*............................................ .
causes the Sacrifice of the “ best part of their lives. ” Sup timid women about the negroes if set free. Then where
v
$209 45
108 00
pose there were no law by which women were thus subju would be the giving up to ‘ ‘ shameless prostitution and de Appropriated Since, 72 Six Months’ Subscriptions........ .
gated to this “will” and these “desires,” is it not plain bauch? ” Would it not rather be a rescue from shameless Subject to Appropriation Now.................. ...........................
$101 45
prostitution and debauch, in which our critic confesses
that these to be deprecated effects would be avoided?
woman lives? and a flight to self-control ; to party and
We unhesitatingly assert that, if there were no law com
TO THE PUBLIC.
freedom, in whose atmosphere only can purity exist? Aye,
pelling women to submit to the “ will and desires” of hus
would it not be more than this? Would it not he the
bands, that there would not be so much commerce between
Your are invited to attend a Mass Meetihg of the working
restoration of woman from the curse of Eve, as recorded in
the sexes as there is now by less than three-fourths. If this
men
and women of this city (under the auspices of the
Genesis iii. 16: “Thy desires shall be unto thy husband
be true then does it not follow that woman would be better
and he shall rule over thee.” How can woman ever be Bricklayers, and other Trade Unions), at Cooper Union,
off, freer than she is now ? It seems to us that nothing can
freed from this curse put upon her by her mother Eve, save on Monday evening, January 10th, 1876, to request the
be clearer. Take the individual case and judge of the
by being made free from the conditions of the curse? Will city and nationa lauthoritiesto pass such laws aswil]; provide
universal effect. Let any one select from among her ac
some of our opponents please inform us? If it were a curse means to employ our idle working-people, andtodiscass the
quaintances some one whose looks indicate a victim of
best means to start up our idle industries. Hon. Peter
why continue it? Answer this who can!
legal lust; or let almost any married woman take herself,
Cooper will preside. Able speakers will address the meet
[to be continued. ]
and ask her if she were free if she would submit her body
ing.
to the debasing lust of man so frequently as she does, if she
W. A. A. Carsey, President.
were in a position to protect herself, and in the answer
G. W. Madox, Secretary.
A
MASS
MEETING.
hear the reply of universal womafl. To this answer there
Of Executive Committee.
----- -—------------------------------------------------------------would, of course, be honorable exceptions; for there are
some men who respect the persons of their wives. Can
There is a peculiar significance in the fact that there is to
[From the Sunday Gall, Newark, January 2,1876.]
.any woman imagine that these exceptional men would be a Mass Meeting of the Workingmen and Women in
ELIZABETH CADY STANTON ON WOMAN.
behave any less honorably to those with whom they live Cooper Institute, next Monday evening, under the auspices
A short time since a writer, well known to many readers,
if there were no law making the wife the legal slave of the of the Trades Unions of this city. This is the first de
bad a conversation with Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton, in
husband? It were impossible to do so. So here again, parture thalj the Unions have made from their long-time
which interview that lady is reported to have expressed her
it is clear to be seen that legal marriage is a protection to practice of refraining from political action. Jt is now self in the following characteristic terms :
all that is beastly and bad in the relations of the sexes. understood that hereafter they will take part in all elections
Theodore Tilton need not have shirked an acknowledgment
It is a license for men devoured of lust, to vent it upon a as a political party. The immediate purposes of the of his associatioli with Mrs. Woodhull. Victoria Woodhull’g
victim whom the law has made his slave; and from this Meeting are to publicly memorialize the City, State and acquaintance would be refining to any man. In her own
fact there is no way for the sticklers for legal marriage to National Governments in behalf of the unemployed laborer, character and person there is never anything but refinement
escape; it is self-evident. Now, would it not be more hon and to request that employnaent be found by the govern in word or movement. She has a beautiful face!—the ideal
orable in woman; would it not.be more chaste and pure, more ment for such labor. As the first public step toward pro of spirituality. Victoria Woodhull has done a work for
virtuous, for her to Iwfid this power in her own hands; to vision for that already large and rapidly growing class of woman that none of us could have done. She has faced and
dared men to call her the names that make women shudder,
hold the control of her own person; to dispose of it as she workingmen and women who cannot obtain continuous
while she chucked principle, like medicine, down their
might choose, rather than to be made the legal slave to such employment, this Meeting deserves the special attention of throats. She has risked and realized the sort of ignominy
scenes of lust and debauch as she is in marriage? Consider all reformers. Let the public authorities once take the step that would have paralyzed any of us who have longer been
this will ye, who hold that virtue is to be judged by a legal of providing means to employ the compulsory idle, and the called strong-minded. Leaping into the brambles that were
standard, and then answer it upon your soul, negatively if consummation of government employment for all classes of too high for us to see over, she broke a path into their
you can! We repeat again that there is many times too much labor will be assured. So, step by step, is progress made close and thorny interstices, with a steadfast faith that
commerce of the sexes in the world, and that the excess is toward the desired system of a community of interests for glorious, principle would triumph at last over conspicuous
to be charged directly upon the system of legal marriage; industry, and as each is taken, a blow is dealt the present ignominy, although her life might be sacrificed. And when,
and that, if women were to be set free to-day, this com system of competition from the effects of which it can with a meteor’s dash, she sank into a dismal swamp, we
merce would decrease by three-fourths at once; and further, never recover. We hope that this Meeting will he an im could not lift her out of the mire or buoy her tnrough the
deadly waters. She will be as famous as she has been infam
that all the pecuniary benefit which she derives now from mense success ; such a success as will call the attention of
ous, made so by benighted or cowardly men and women.
legal subjugation she would control in freedom by her the thoughtless to the fact, that labor has some rights which Theodore Tilton was ashamed to acknowledge Victoria
own right by the decreased amount of personal favor be capital is bound to respect.
Woodhull; but in the annals of emancipation the name of
e While such a condition of things might be desirable to
a large majority of men,” particularly to those who, as the
article indicates, have abused their wives by their demands,
&c., &c. Now, is this really true in the sense in which
it was intended by the writer? He meant to say that
such men would be glad to escape from holding legal
servants to their lusts, so that they might fly to others
fresher and fairer. This picture must be observed from
the standpoint of both man and woman, but first from that
of the former. We deny utterly the truth of this statement,
and affirm precisely the opposite. It is the men who, for
selfish motives, oppose the freedom of woman, while she
opposes it from a non-understanding of its bearing. They
know if their legal slaves were set free, that they would
have no subjects upon whom to vent their lusts, save pur
chased ones, which they also know they could not aflord.
Marriage is not only too often entered into by woman as a
means of support—or a money consideration—but much
more frequently by man as a matter of economy, the cost
of satisfying his lusts being less in marriage than in
common purchase from so-called prostitutes. This is a
shameful fact, but a fact, nevertheless, with all its shame.
Many a man has said to us, “Let my family become ac
quainted with your, views?” Never! I could not do any
thing with them if I should. Many, we say, have replied
thus, but, thank God, recently this has changed, and the
expressed desire of those men with whom we come in con
tact, is, that their wives and daughters should know all
about this terrible question.

\

WOODHULL
which he was ashamed, will have its own high place as a dejiverer.
I shall never forget it of Henry Ward Beecher and Tneo
dore Tilton that they have championed Woman’s Rights
They are not, through the scandal trial, merely, made the
two most prominent persons of the time. Henry Ward
Beecher and Theodore Tilton are two of the grandest men
men of the age. It is a most strange incongruity that open
court, common gossip and public caricature have mixed per
jury and transgression into the career of a man whose every
previous act and influence was to make this world better.
Mrs. Stanton, seriously and with deliberate emphasis, said:
“ I have worked thirty years for woman suffrage, and now I
feel that suffrage is but the vestibule of womun’s emancipa
tion ! The one moment when Mrs. Tilton was to be respected
was when she said: ‘Theodore, lean stand by your side no
longer, I shall go!’ ”
“ Thrice is, she, armed who hath, her, quarrel just;
And he hut naked, though locked up in steel
Whose conscience with injustice is corrupted.”

BRAYE MATTIE STRICKLAND ! BRAYE GODSBRAVE ANGELS!
I do not send condolence. I do not send sympathy. On
the contrary, I send congratulations. I send eulogy.
To those who violate their consciences; to those who dis
obey the divine voices; to those who give their necks to the
yoke ; to those who accept slavery, subjugation, hypocrisy—
who give to the world, as the result of that slavery, children
defrauded of their birth-right—a mother’s desire, and a
mother’s welcome—to such send sympathy. Theirs are the
hearts that are breaking. They are the souls who need the
consolations of those who overflow with sympathy; and they
are the sorrowful ones who, finding sympathy so rare, appeal
to the vicarious gospel for sustaining strength.
But to those who identify themselves with the supreme,
whose feet are placed on the rock of truth, who have for
associates all the innumerable company of angels opening to
them the portals of Heaven—consolation and sympathy to
favorites of the Most High like these ? Never!
New York.

Mary A. Leland.

Mandevilre, Carroee Co., Mo., December 23,1875
To the Editors of the Weekly .—Last July I sent $1.50 for a
six months subscription to your paper, as atrial, in order to
satisfy myself as to its teachings. I was In need of just such
information as is usually contained in its columns; having
just recently deserted the ranks of priestcraft and religious
7 fanaticism; not knowing which way to turn, or where to seek
for rest. I am pleased to state, that I find great satisfaction
in the views of the reformers who write for your paper; and
I am perfectly delighted with the bold and fearless editorial
articles. 1 am also, very glad that the tone of the press at
large is beginning to change from scurrilous abuse, to calm
consideration.
I am not ashamed to have it known that I read the Weeknor am I afraid to avow my belief iu, and endorsement
of the socialistic views advocated In it.

ey,

In view of my youth, I have been advised by friends and
relatives, to not involve myself in “ Woodhullism.” But I
cannot accept the popular doctrines relative to love and
marriage; and I am determined to not act the hypocrite by
pretending to be friendly to existing laws and customs when
I am not.
I have seen enough of the workings of *' legal marriage,” to
satisfy me that I must ever be a sworn enemy to that socalled sacred institution. More plainly I see, day after day,
that there is no need of the present marriage laws.
Pardon this intrusion upon your valuable time. Truly
yours, for truth and progress.
J. L. Traughber.
SHELLEY.
Mr. Charles Sotheran, of the Bibliopolis, has written a book
on the poet Shelley as a philosopher and reformer, which is
to be published in a few weeks by Charles P. Somerby.
Although much has been written of S helley as a poet, his
life has never before been; presented as that of a thinker
and a worker for the benefit of humanity. The little volume
now being printed will contain a sonnett on Shelley, by
C. W. Frederickson, the well-known collector of Shellyana,
and will be embellished by a portrait and a view of his tomb
at Rome.
(From the advance sheets of Sotheran's Biography of Percy
Bysshe Shelley.)
The subject of the rights of women is approached and ex
patiated on, perhaps learnedly, by individuals utterly in
competent to deal with the question. Such persons, fre
quently armed with Sunday-school platitudes, believing in
the inferiority of women, consequent on the supposed fall,
and doubtless with heads paved with good intentions, as a
certain place is said to be, do more harm than good to the
cause. This is not wanted, and is worse than useless. To
found a real republic on a solid basis, it can be legislated for
only by removing the ancient landmarks by a gradual pro
cess, and coming face to face with a new order of things,
without bias or prejudice borrowed from the past. Thus
that noble woman, Mary Wolstonecraft, as well as John
Stuart Mill, Percy Bysshe Stelley and numerous others,
have treated this all-important question, which cannot be
shirked by the race. True reformers ask: What was the
condition of the sex in the past? Look down the revolving
cycles and note. In ancient Egypt, woman in the upper
classes was almost the equal of man, and although, like
Cleopatra, she could wield the sceptre, yet in the lower her
condition was wretched ; in Asia, a mere slave and object
of Zenana lust; in savagedom, a beast of burthen. In Rome
and Greece, Shelley shall tell the story:
“ Among the ancient Greeks the male sex, one-half of the
human race, received the highest cultivation and refinement;
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whilst the other, so far as intellect is concerned, were edu
cated as slaves, and were raised but few degrees in all that
related to moral or intellectual excellence above the condi
tion of savages, . . . The Roman women held a higher
consideration in society, and wure esteemed almost as the
equal partners with their husbands in the regulation of do
mestic economy and the education oLtheir children.”
Regard the incidents of a Jewish wooing, in which the
woman had no voice, and of the marriage, the infernal pun
ishments for adultery, and the accounts of the seraglios of
the Hebrew kings equalled only by Turkish harems, and
some of the passages In the inspired Book of Numbers,
for instance, in which the horrible truth is .frequently
too evident, and only equalled by the fact that after
lust had played out its passion, unfortunate women, taken
in captivity, could, by divine command, be turned adrift to
rot or starve. In Christian feudalism we find nothing much
better. If I have read history correct]}’, and 1 may be wrong
—the upper grade women in mediaeval Europe, who were
adored, not with love, but with lascivious and sensual wor
ship, by Christian knights and troubadours, and who, like
criminals to the halter, were forced, rarely with their own
consent, into the arms of men they disliked or had never
seen, or were placed in conventual houses against their wills.
Of the lower grad'i women I need only offer one example—
and that is sufficient to show their awful degradation; the
French and Germanfeudallord had the right of cuissage, or
in plain English, the embraces of his serf-retainer’s bride on
the marriage night.
Shelley considered that in consequence of all this, men had
forgotten their duties to the other sex, and that even at the
time at which he lived woman, was still in great social bond
age, improperly educated, tied down by restrictions, and
refused participation in the higher positions of labor. He
called not in vain, against the inequality of the sexes, and
asserted that woman’s piosition must and should be altered
by forgettiug the tyranny of the past, and, be determined,
for the good of the future.
We should be rejoiced that eloquent exponents of the
abominations of former ages, the evils of the present, and
the proper position of the future, are now hard at work,
The “ Women’s Rights ” party is up teaching men their
duties on every continent; in distant India, the Brahmo
Somaj is battling, not vainly, against the horrors of the
Zenana, ;and in conservative England, which has been
stormed, and the folorn hope is now taking possession of the
citadel; everywhere it is the same. Yes, woman, thanks to
Shelley and the reformers, is about to be emancipated and
free; free to earn her living, how, where, andf when sne
likes; the equal of man, who shall no longer play such
fantastic tricks as he did in the past, in proof of his dignity
and superiority. The fourth of July is not long past and
gone; I trust that in the dim vista of the future, our de
scendants will keep a national holiday, or a day to be set
apart on which shall be celebrated the “ Declaration of the
Independence of Women,” .and then, perhaps, Shelley’s
description of women in the “ Episychidion ” will be more
apparent:
“Seraph of heaven! too gentle to be human,
Veiling beneath the radiant form of woman
All that is unsupportable in thee,
Of light, and love, and immortality.”

----------- ----------------
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Seances will be given at the Co-operative Home, 308 Third
avenue, as follows, until further notice:
Public Circles on Monday and Thursday evenings at 8
o’clock precisely. Admission 25 cents.
Developing Circles for those having mediumistic powers,
will be given on Saturday evenings at 8 o’clock. Admission
50 cents.
Developing Circles for ladies exclusively will be given on
Wednesday afternoon at 3 o’clock. Admission 25 cents.

Mrs. H. Augusta White and other first-class mediums will
be in attendance at the above Circles, and give poychometrical readings during the day time.
No science ever developed itself more rapidly than has
that of psychometry, or soul reading, and it is destined to
take a place beyond all others in usefulness and grandeur.
Mrs. H. Augusta White possesses remarkable psychometric
and clairvoyant powers, and will give readings at the CoOperative Home, 308 Third avenue. Hours from 10 to 5
She will also give written delineations from a lock of hair;
age and sex must be given. Terms, $2 in advance.
of the N. Y. State Spiritualist As
annual meeting of the New York State
Spiritualist Association will be held in Temperance Hall, Lockport, Saturday, January 8, at 2 o’clock p. m. iu connection
with the Quarterly Convention. Reports of officers, and the
election of officers for the ensuing year, and the transaction
of any other business relating to the interest of the associa
tion will then and there be attended to.
J. W. SEAVER, President.
A. C. Woodruff, Secretary.

Annual Meeting

sociation.—The

Convention of Spiritualists at Lockport, N. Y.—The
first Quarterly Convention of the Spiritualists of Western
New York for the Centennial year will be held in Temper
ance Hall, southwest corner of Main and Pine streets, in the
city of Lockport, Saturday and Sunday, January 8th and 9th,
commencing at 10 and holding three sessions each day.
A season of unusual interest is anticipated, as able speak
ers, inspired mediums and harmonial musicians will be in at
tendance £to instruct, edify, and cheer with the thrilling
truths relating to this glorious new dispensation.
Our Lockport friends join with the committee in extending
a cordial invitation to all truth-seekers to attend, and will do
what they can to entertain those from abroad.
J. W. Seaver,
)
Geo. W. Taylor, > Commttee.
A.. E. Tilden,

)

The Indianapolis Sun.—The leading independent reform
weekly political newspaper in the Union, the special advocate
of national legal tender paper money (the greenback system)
as against bank issues on the gold basis fallacy, and the inter
changeable currency bond as against the high gold interest
bond. The Sun has a corps of able correspndents, comprisin“
the most eminent political economists of the age. One page
devoted entirely to agriculture. Miscellany of the choicest
selection, adapted to all classes of readers. The latest general
news and market reports. Terms $1.75 per year, postpaid
Sample copies and terms to agents sent free on appeation
Address Indianapolis Sun Company. Indianapolis, Ind.
The Northern Illinois Association

of

Spiritualists

will hold their Fourteenth Quarterly meeting at Rockford,
“Percy Bysshe Shelley as a Philosopher and Reform
Ills., on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Jan. 14, 15 and 16,
er,” by Charles Sotheran, including a sonnet by C. W. 1876, commencing on Friday at 10 o’clock A. m, and holding
Frederickson, together with portrait of Shelley and view of over Sunday, the 16th.
his tomb. C. P. Somerby is the publisher.
Speakers engaged, Mrs. H. Morse, of Joliet; Samuel Max
well, M. D., of Chicago; Dr. Stewart, of Kendailville, Ind.;
A People’s Convention of the Spiritualists.aud Liberal- Dr. Severance, of Milwaukee; E. .A. Wilson, of Lombard,
ists of Michigan, will convene at Stuart's Hall, in the City Ills. Mrs. Suydam, the Fire Queen, will be present and
of Battle Creek, commencing Friday afternoon, January 14, other test mediums.
We expect Prof. Hudson, of Indianapolis, the Sankey of
1876. A cordial invitation is extended to friends through
Spiritualism, to be present and entertain us with song and
out the State. “ Come, let; us reason together, in the spirit
music.
of charity, searching for truth.” Prof. Wm. F. Lyon,
This will be the opening mass-meeting of a series of meet
President; Mrs. L. E. Baily, Secretary.
ings looking forward to a grand camp-meeting next summer
The great features of the meeting will be: 1. E. Y. Wilson,
Prospectus oe the “Voice op Angels,”—A monthly in his role of test-reading of character on Saturday and Sun
paper with the above caption, printed on good paper in clear day ; unequaled. 2. Samuel Maxwell, under control of Dr.
large type, edited and managed by a band of beneficent Gordon, a spirit, will answer questions; never, beaten. 3.
spirits for the amelioration and happiness of mankind will Prof. Hudson will sing the best Spiritual songs of the age.
be issued from its office of publication, No. 5 Dwight street, The Professor is far ahead of Sankey or Bliss, the great re
Boston, Mass., January 15, 1876. Spirit L. Judd Pardee, vivalists. 4. Mrs. Suydam as Fire Queen is the wonder of
Editor in Chief; Spirit D. K. Minor, Business Manager; the world. 5. Dr. Stewart has no equal as a logician; and,
6. Dr. Severance, on How to Live, will be worth a month of
D. C. Densmore, Amanuensis and Publisher.
Note.—With the exception oi a few correspondents, there hard study. Let all come up to this feast of good things.
Remember, our platform is free, and that the Spiritualism
will be nothing but spirit communications relating to the
above object. Questions touching the same will be answered of Northern Illinois knows no gag law.
Dr. O. J. Howard, Pres.
by the controlling intelligence through the undersigned.
E. V. Wilson, Sec.
Communications through other mediums in reference to Lombard, 111., Dec. 4,'1875.
------------------------- -----------------------------------------—
the above will be admitted if desired. All letters and com
munications must be directed (post paid) as above to the
The Books and Speeches of Victoria 0. Woodhull and
subscriber. Specimen.copy free to any address on applica Tennie C. Claflin will hereafter be furnished, postage paid,
tion. Prices yearly, in advance, $1; 6 months, 50 cents; 3
at the following liberal prices :
months, 25 cents; single copies, 18 cants. D. C. Densmore,
The Principles of Government, by Victoria C. WoodPublisher.
hull ................................ ..
........................................|3 QO
Prof. Lister, the astrologist, can be consulted at his room Constitutional Equality, by Tennie C. Claflin........ ... 2 00
The Principles of Social Freedom...............................
25
No. 319 Sixth avenue. Address by letter, P. O. Box 4829.
Reformation or Revolution, Which ?........ ............
25
g
Clairvoyance.—Mrs. Rebecca Messenger diagnosing dis The Elixir of Life ; or, Why do we Die ?.......... ....
ease, or reading destiny, if present, $1 00; by letter, $2 00. Suffrage—Woman a Citizen and Voter........ .................
25
Send age and sex. Address her, Aurora, Kane Co., 111.
Tried as by Fire; or the True and the False Socially,
S5
Ethics of Sexual Equality..........................
25
Seward Mitchell has removed from South Exeter,
25
Maine, to Vineland, N. J., where all letters and papers for The Principles of Finance............ .
Breaking the Seals; or the Hidden Mystery Revealed
25
Mm should hereafter be addressed.
Photographs of V. C. Woodhull, Tennie C. Claflin and
Col. Blood, 50c. each, or three for.............. 1 00
All families and invalids should have Prof. Paine’s short
hand treatment of disease—a small book of forty pages Three of any of the Speeches 50c., or seven for___ t 00
Sent free on application to him at No. 232 North Ninth street, Onefcopy each, of Books, Speeches and Photographs for 800
A liberal discount to those who buy to sell agaia.
Phila, Pa.

Jan. 15, 1876.
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Haye you seen the Wonderful TypeWriting Machine 2

7

ABOLISH THE THOUSAND-YEAR OLD PRIVY ABOMINATION I

TT*e Hope of "the YYorlcl.
A Poem read at the Woman’s Mass Meeting, Harmony
Grove, July 4,1871, and at the great Suffrage
Meeting in Baltimore, Feb., 1872,
by A. Briggs Davis.

From leading Merchants, Publishers, Editors, Physicians
and Scientific Men.

THIRD EDITION NOW READY

.Mi

No more pen paralysis! No more spinal curvature
because of the drudgery of the pen. The TypeWriter has found rapid acceptance wherever intro
duced, and has fully sustained the claim that its work
is twice as fast, three times as easy and five times
legible as that of the pen. It paragraphs, punctuates,
underscores and does figure work-in a word, all
things necessary to the production of a perfect manu
script. Any size or quality of paper may be used, and
the most satisfactory results obtained, at a saving in
time and strength of at least one hundred per cent
The Type-Writer “manifolds” fifteen copies at once,
and its work can also be copied in the ordinary
copy-press.
BEAD THE FOLLOWING INDOKSEMENTS.
What Mr. Jenny, of the New York Tribune, says
about it:
New York, June 10, ISIS.
Dbnsmobe, Yost & Co.:
Gentlemen—I am an earnest advocate of the TypeWriter. Having thoroughly tested its practical worth,
I find it a complete writing machine, adapted to a wide
range of work. The one I purchased of you several
weeks since has been in daily use, and gives perfect
satisfaction. I can write with it more rapidly and
legibly than with a pen, and with infinitely greater
ease. Wishing yon success commensurate with the
merits of your wonderful and eminently useful in
vention, I am, respectfully yours,
E. H. JENNY.

This Poem will be especially interesting to readers
of the Weekly from the fact that its leading idea—
viz., that of the Deity, corroborates the view of woman
and the explanations of Bible mysteries now being
given by Mrs. Woodhull. It shows how woman is to
compass man and bring in full salvation and redemp
tion.
The vision of the “woman clothed with the sun
and having the moon beneath her feet,” has a prac
tical fulfillment in the “last days.” While opposing
its idea of Deity, the Baltimore American said: “ It is
a production of much merit.”
With title-page, border, references and extracts.
Price 10 cents per dozen, post paid; 75 cents per
hundred.
IND. TRACT SOCIETY, Publishers,
Worcester, Mass.
jpg" Send for large Catalogue.

THE WORLD’S

Sixteen Crucified Saviors;
OR,

CHRIS1 /ANITT BET ORE CHRIST.
CONTAINING

‘New, Startling and Extraordinary Revelations
in Religious History, which disclose the
Oriental Origin of all the Doctrines,
Principles, Precepts and Miracles
of the

Oeeioe of Dun, Barlow & Co., Com. Agency, 1
335 Broadway, New York, Dec. 8, 1814. f

Gentlemen—The Type-Writers we purchased of you
last June for our New York, Albany and Buffalo
offices have given such satisfaction that we desire you
to ship machines immediately to other of our offices
at Baltimore, Cincinnati, Detroit, Hartford, Louisville,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and no more to our New
York office, 335 Broadway.
We think very highly of the machine, and hope you
will meet with good success. Respectfully yours,
DUN, BARLOW & CO.

CHRISTIAN NEW TESTAMENT,
and furnishing a Key for unlocking many of
its Sacred Mysteries, besides comprising the
JEListovy of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods.

READ THE TESTIMONY.
From the former publisher of “Uncle Tom’s
Cabin.”
New York, Sept. 1st, 1875.
To the Wakefield Earth Closet Co.—Gents:—Among
the many useful contrivances of this utilitarian age,
the Earth Closet holds so prominent a place, that to
me it seems strange that it has not been more universady adopted. Having used the Wakefield in my family
for four years, considering it the best, I can truly say
that, in the absence of the water closet, it is indis
pensable to the health and comfort of any family.
Yours for progress, John C. Jewett.

Nyack, N. Y., August, 31st, 1875
Wakefield Earth Closet Co.—We have used one of
your Earth Closets now for near three yeais, and it
has proved to be quite equal to our expectation. We
do not hesitate to say that where there is imperfect
drainage and the lack of water closets, the use of the
Earth Closet seems indispensable for both health and
comfort. And where members of the family are very
young, or where they are weak and in delicate health,
we believe that one of your Earth Closets will more
than pay for itself every year. Our feeling is, that we
could not think of doing without your invention.
A. McElroy Wylie,

Pastor of Presbyterian Church, Nyack, N. Y.
From the leading Hardware House in Rochester
N. Y.
August 28th, 1875.
New York, Sept. 1st, 1875.
Wakefield Earth Closet Co.—Gents: Your Earth
used Earth Closets for some years and know
Closets have given perfect satisfaction, and we recom ingHaving
their great superiority for household purposes over
mend them. Yours truly,
the oidinary appliances for similar ends, I can cor
Hamilton & Mathews.
dially commend those of the Wakefield Company to
the practical consideration of people who have sani
297, 299, 301, Washington Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
tary reform at heart.
H. S. Drayton,
Ed. Phrenological Journal and Life Illustrated.
August 27, 1875.
Wakefield Earth Closet Co.—Gents:—I have sold
quite a large number of your Earth Closets during the
From Onr Home Hygienic Institute of Dansville, N.
last four or five years, and have never heard a com Y„ Sept. 1st, 1875.
plaint of one of them. So far as I know, they have all
We
used several of your Earth Closets in and
worked satisfactorily, and accomplished all you claim about have
onr Institution, and cheerfully accord to them
for them in your pamphlet.
Yours truly,
the
first
place,
so far as our experience goes, and it has
C. E. Walbridge.
been not inconsiderable. For all purposes of neatness,
freedom
from
smell, and non-liability to get out of re
Office of Brinckerhoff, Turner & Co., No. 109 Duane pair, they are unsurpassed.
Street, N. Y.
Yours very truly,
New York, Aug. 30,1875.
James H. Jackson, Secretary.
Wakefield Evrth Closet Co.—Dear Sirs :—Your

BY KERSEY GRAVES,
Author of "The Biography of Satan ” and "The Bible
Closets and out-door attachments have fully answered
of Bibles ” {comprising a description of
my purpose, and when worn out, shall hope to supply
twenty Bibles.)
with same make.
Yours truly.
E. A. Brinokerhoee, Englewood, N. J.
This wonderful and exhaustive volume by Mr. Graves
will, we are certain, take high rank as a book of refer
ence in the field which he has chosen for it. The
From the Secretary of the Mutual Benefit Savings
amount of mental labor necessary to collate'and com
pile the varied information contained in it must have Bank, No. 1 Center Street,-N. Y.
been severe and arduous indeed, and now that if. is in
New York, August 25, 1875.
such convenient shape the student of free thought will
Wakefield Earth Closet Co.-GENTs:-After more
not willingly allow it to go out of print. But the book than
three
years
daily
use of the Wickfield Earth
is by no means a mere collation of views or statistics: Closet, I have found it fully
equal to what is claimed
throughout its entire course the author^as will he for it. I wish every family in
the land, rich and poor,
seen by his title-page and chapter-heads—follows a knew experimentally how indispensable
this closet is
definite line of research and argument to the close, for
cleanliness,
healthfulness
and
solid comfort in a
and his conclusions go, like sure arrows, to the mark. country home.
Respectf lly, G. H. Benedict.

From D. R. Locke (Nasby), Editor Toledo Blade.
New York, Sept. 1st, 1875.
I have used one of your best Wakefield Closets for
three or four years at my residence in Toledo, and it is
every way satisfactory. I consider your system every
way equal to the Water Closet system, and in some
respects superior. It saved me the expense of a watercloset, with trouble of bursting and obstructed pipes,
and my friends in the country were glad to keep me
supplied with dry earth, on condition of receiving in
exchange the product of the closet from time to time.
Yours respectfully, D. R. Locke.

We have similar letters from the following, among
many others:
CONTENTS.
Dr. Samuel Lynes, Norwalk, Cohn,
Emporium, Pa., August 81st, 1875.
Preface; Explanation; Introduction; Addiess to the
J ohn P. Thomas, Snpt. of the Carolina Military In
Clergy.
* * It has been a great convenience to_ my stitute, Charlotte, N. C.
Chap.
1.—Rival
Claims
of
the
Saviors.
children,
day
and
night,
during
the
severe
winter
Gentlemen—lining had the Type-Writer in use in Chap. 2.—Messianic Prophecies.
Rev. J. B. Drury, Ghent, N. Y.
especially. I keep it handy for use in one of the up
my office during the past two years, I do not hesitate Chap.
Geo. W. Charlotte, Proprietor Atlantic Hotel,
.—Prophecies by the figure of a Serpent.
per hed-chamhers.
Respectfully,
to express my conviction of its great value. Its best Chap. 34.—Miraculous
Beaufort,
N. C.
and Immaculate Conception of
W. J. Craiger, M. D.
recommendation is simply to say that it is a complete
the
Gods.
_^De. A. C. Van Epps, “ Valley House,” Binghamton ,
writing machine. The work of writing can be done Chap. 5.—Virgin Mothers and Virgin-born Gods.!
Matawan, N. J., August 31st, 1875.
with it faster, easier and with a better result than is Chap. 6.—Stars point out the Time and the Savior’s
possible with the pen. The time required to learn its
Wakefield Earth Closet Ob.—Sirs:—Your Earth
E. A. Soule, Passaic, N. J..
Birthplace.
use is not worth mentioning in comparison with the Chap.
Closet
eas given, perfect satisfaction; in daily use for
A. S. Losee, Brooklyn, N. Y.
7.—Angels, Shepherds and Magi visit the Infant two years or more, has never been out of repair. In
advantages afforded by the machine. Yours truly.
Savior.
^ - ,
ANSON STAGER.
to out-door travel, or even water-closets:
Chap. 8.—The Twenty-fifth of December the Birthday preference
no offensive pipes to get out of order. In sickness, or • We could multiply such indorsements almost indefi
of the Gods.
What Governor Howard of Rhode Island says:
even perfect health, would recommend it in preference nitely. The above are certainly strong enough to con
Chap. 9.—Titles of the Saviors.
to
any known mode. Yours truly, J. S. Whitlock.
vince the most skeptical of the entire feasibility of
Phenix, R. I., March 27, 1875.
Chap. 10.—The Saviors of Royal Descent but Humble
Densmore, Yost & Co.:
P. S. —The ladies would part with any piece of fur the dry earth system, and the superiority of our
Birth.
patents. For further information address, enclosing
Gentlemen—We have now had the Type-Writer about Chap. 11.—Christ’s Genealogy.
niture in the house.rather than the Earth Closet.
stamp,
J. S. W.
a month, and are entirely satisfied with it. There can Chap. 12—The World’s Saviors saved from Destrucbe no doubt in regard to its usefulness. When I saw
tkpn in Infancy.
the advertisement of the machine originally I had little Chap. 13.—The Saviors exhibit Early Proofs of Di
faith in it. An examination surprised me, but not so
vinity.
much as the practical, working has. We have no Chap. 14.—The Saviors’ Kingdoms not of this World
trouble whatever with it, and it is aim ost constantly Chap. 15.—The Saviors are real Personages.
in operation. I think that it must rank with the great Chap. 16.—Sixteen Saviors Crucified.
beneficial inventions of the century. Very truly Chap. 17.—The Aphanasia, or Darkness, at the Cruel
yours,
HENRY HOWARD.
fixion.
Chap. 18.—Descent of the Saviors into Hell.
Morristown, June 29,1875.
Chap. 19.—Resurrection of the Saviors.
Densmore, Yost & Co.:
Chap 20.—Reappearance and Ascension of the Sav
Gentlemen—The. Type-Writer which I bought of yon
iors.
last March I have used ever since, and I wish to ex Chap. 21.—The Atonement: its Oriental or Heathe
press my sense of its very great practical value. In
OR,
Origin.
the first place, it keeps in themost perfect order, never Chap. 22.—The Holy Ghost of Oriental Origin.
failing in doing its work. T find also, after having Chap. 23.—The Divine “Word” of Oriental Origin.
God©
©f
Directions
for
Avoiding
most ©f the Fains and
used it for four months, that I, am able to write twice Chap. 24.—The Trinity very anciently a current Hea
Dangers of Child-bearing.
as fast as with the pen, and with far greater ease. The
then Doctrine.
mechanical execution has beedme so far instinctive Chap. 25.—Absolution, or the Confession of Sins, of
that it takes far less of the attention of the mind than
EDITED BY M. L. HOLBROOK, M. D., Editor of The Herald of Hea
Heathen Origin.
was the case with the pen, leaving the whole power of Chap. 26.—Origin of Baptism by Water, Eire, Blood,
the thought to he concentrated on the composition,
and the Holy Ghost.
Contains suggestions of the greatest value.—YEtow’s Golden Age.
the result of which is increased vigor and strength of Chap. 27.—Tne Sacrament or Eucharist of Heathen
A work whose excellence surpasses onr power to commend.—Vsw York Mail.
expression. The result is also so far better than the
Origin.
The price by mail, $1, puts it within the reach of all.
old crabbed chirography that it is a great relief both Chap. 28.—Anointing with Oil of Oriental Origin.
to myself and to my correspondents. The sermons Chap, 29.—How Men, including Jssus Christ, came to
written in this way are read with perfect ease by in
he worshiped as Gods.
valids and those who for any cause are kept from Chap. 30.—Sacred Cycles explaining the Advent of
church on Sunday, which fills a want often felt by
the Gods, the Master-key to the Divinity of Jesus
BY M. JCj. TEiOXUBKOOK* M. ID.
ministers. And altogether, if I could not procure
Christ.
another, I would not part with this machine for a Chap. 31.—Christianity derived from Heathen and
The hook is for the most part uncommonly apt, coming to the point without the slightest circumlocution
thousand dollars; in fact, I think money is not to he
is more to the point than many larger works—Vew York Tribune.
Oriental Systems.;
weighed against the relief of nerve and brain that it Chap. 32.—Three Hundred and Forty-six striking
One of the best contributions to recent hygienic literature.—Rostov Daily Advertiser.
brings. Yours, very truly,
What is particularly attractive about this book is the absence of all hygienic bvgoXxy.—Christian Register
Analogies between Christ and Crishna.
JOHN ABBOTT FRENCH,
One man'
man’s mother and another man’s wife send me word that these are the most wholesome and practiea
Chap. 38.—Apollonius, Osiris and Magus as Gods.
Pastor First Pres. Ch., Morristown, N. J.
rpcpints thev ever saw.—E. 11- Branson.
Chap. 34.—The Three Pillars of the Christian Faith
lam
delighted with it.—//. B. Baker, M. D., of Michigan State Board of Health.
Miracles, Prophecies and Precepts.
Every one desirous of escaping the drudgery of the Chap. 35.—Logical or Common-sense View of the Doc
1.
JusAtly
Waniten.
©exit T>y Mail foir
.pen is cordially invited to call at our store and learn
trice of Divine Incarnation.
.to use the Type-Writer. Use of machines, paper Chap. 36.—Philosophical Absurdities, of the Doctrine
.and instructons FREE.
of the Divine Incarnation.
TFIXJE LOVE;
All kinds of copying done upon the Type-Writer. Chap. 37.—Physiological Absurdities of the Doctrine
i-Satisfaetion guaranteed.
What it is and AVIiat it i® not
of the Divine Incarnation,
Chap. 38.—A Historical View of the Divinity of Jesus
DENSMORE, YOST & CO.,
By A. Briggs Davis.
Olxrist
(General Agents, 707 Broadway, N. Y. Chap. 39.—The Scriptural View of Christ’s Divinity.
COLETA, WHITESIDE CO.,
,-Orders filled by Woodhull & Claelin, P.O. Box 3791 Chap. 40.—A Metonymic View of the Divinity of Jesus
With an Appendix. This is a pamphlet of 27 pages.
ILLINOIS
Sound thinkers have already admitted it to rank with
Christ.
, .r
Chap. 41.—The Precepts and Practical Life of Jesus
the ablest intellectual efforts of the age. Its views on
Otirist
the
great theological absurdities of denominational
SPECIAI/OESs
Chap. 42.—Christ as a Spiritual Medium.
Christianity, on.Socialism, and on Love and Marriage
Chap. 43.—Conversion, Repentance and “ Getting Re BUTTER, CHEESE, AND PURE BREED are at once novel and sound. The work is a challenge
gion ” of Heathen Origin.
to thinkers the world over. All minds seek np rest In
BERKSHIRE SWINE.
Chap. 44.—The Moral Lessons of Religious History.
absolute truths of religion, life and love should read
Casli Orders Solicited.
this little book.
Chap. 45.—Conclusion and Review.
Note of Explanation.
The Appendix and Poems are worth the price of the
AGAINST
Printed on line wliite paper, large
References.—First National Bank, Sterling, HI.-; hook. The first edition being nearly exhausted, an
other is in preparation.
12mo, 380 pages, $2.00; postage 20 ete.
In this work is shown the only possible hope for
Patterson & Co., Bankers, Sterling, 111.;
Send orders to WOODHULL & CLAFLIN, P. O.
Communism on this earth. No reader of Mrs. WoodE. Brookfield, Banker, Rock Falls,
hull’s late articles can afford to remain ignorant of
Dr. J. PILKINGTON, of California, has written a Box 3,791, New York City.
what is here boldly flung out to the thinking world.
striking Pamphlet with the above title. A perusal of
El.; First National Bank,
Send for Catalogues.
its mass of facts will better post and fortify the Lib
X>X£. SSMYTBUEPS
Price, post paid, 10 cents. Address
eral mind as to ecclesiastical pretensions and the per
Kasson,
Minn.
PATENT
secutions of the Church in all ages, than many a more
INDEPENDENT TRACT SOCIETY,
bulky, and ambitious work. Liberal friend, no fitter
Worcester, Mass,
work can be selected to hand to your bigoted neighbor
A
SURE
CURE
E0R
GOITRE!
of the Church than this instructive pamphlet. Anx
Makes
Vinegar
by
a
new
process
in
four
hours.
ious to spread the truth, we have reduced the price of
Sent by mail for Five Dollars. A cure warranted in
this work (wheih is elegantly printed in clear type, on
Address:
all cases, or money refunded. Address
fine white paper), to tiventy cents, postage 2 cents, 32
large pages.
D R. SMYTHE,
DR, E. L. ROBERTS,
INDEPENDENT TRACT SOCIETY,
y
m SoZ m
y ^^6 Hfi
Hali&jiortj N. Y.
,
Marshall, Mich.
Publishers; Worcester, Mass,
Oeeice oe Western Union Telegraph Co., \
Chicago, July 8, 1874. f
Densmore, Yost & Co.:

THE WAKEFIELD EARTH CLOSET COMPANY,
36 Dey Street, New York.

PARTURITION WITHOUT PAIN;

“ eating for strength," Hew health cookery book,

JOSHUA AIT110IY,

DAIRY FARflER,

A New and Valuable Work.

CHRISTIAMT!AND INEDIBLE
Philosophy & Science.

"Household Vinegar-Maker.”

QiPlppM

WOODHULL & CLAFLIN’S WEEKLY

GREAT CENTRAL ROUTE

SPIRIT COLLEGE.

What is Property ?

MEDIUMS DEVELOPED, HEALERS
INSTRUCTED, AND LEGAL
DIPLOMAS GRANTED THEM.

AN INQUIRY INTO THE PRINCIPLE

Address Prof. J. B. CAMPBELL, M.D.,
136 Longworth street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

HORT AND FAST LINE ACROSS THE CONTINENT^ BY 1 THE OLD ESTAB-

S

lished and Popular Route via
f
The ERIE RAILWAY to SUSPENSION BRIDGE;
The GREAT WESTERN OP CANADA t0 Detroit;
The MICHIGAN CEE TRAL to Chicago;
The CHICAGO, BURLINGTON and QUINCY to Kansas City, St. Joseph, Lincoln, Omaha and
to all points in the great North and Southwest.
Through without change of cars, from New York to Chicago. One change to Omaha, and that in the
Depot of the Michigan Central in Chicago, from which the C., B. and Q. departs. The hours’ time consumed
by travelers by oi.her routes to Chicago from the East or West in transferring from depot to depot, is saved
by passengers by this route to get their meals—an advantage over all other routes which deservedly makes
it the most popular and the best patronized line of travel across the Continent.
Through Tickets to all important towns, aud general information maybe obtained at the Company’,
office, 349 Broadway (comer of Leonard street). New York.

Jan. 15, 18?6.

What Young People Should Know.

OH,

OF RIGHT AND OF
GOYERNMENT.

BY

THE REPRODUCTIVE FUNCTION IN MAN
AND THE LOWER ANIMALS.

P. J. PROUDHON.

By PROF. BURT G. WILDER,
of Cornell University.
With twenty-six Illustrations, $1 50.

Translated from the French by
BENJ. R. TUCKER.

Address

CHAS. P. SOIftERBY,

Prefaced by a Sketch of Proudhon’s Life
and Works, by J. A. Langlois, and contain
139 E. EIGHTH STREET,
ing as a Frontispiece a fine steel Engraving
New York. of the Author.
A systematic, thorough and radical dis
cussion of the institution of Property—its
IMPROVED
basis, its history, its present status and its
destiny, together with a detailed and start
ling expose of the crimes which it commits
and the evils which it engenders.

Freethought Publisher,

CoracLensed Tim© Table.

WESTWARD FROM NEW YORK,
Via Erie & Midi. Central & Great YVestern R; FTs
STATIONS.

23d Street, N. Y........ ...
Chambers street......................
Jersey City.............................. .
Hornellsville................

“ Ogden...........................................
“ Sau Francisco........................
Af Galesburg.......... ....................
“ Quincy............ ...........................
- “ St. Joseph.......... .......................
: “ Kansas City...............................
“ Atchison................................. .
“ Leavenworth...........................
l “ Denver.........................................

STATIONS.

Patent fire Sips.

Express.

A. m. Lv 23d Street, N. Y........ 6.45 p. m.
.
|
“ Chambers street............... 7.00 “
“
“ Jersey City.......................... 7.20 “
“
“ Hornellsville...................... 7.40 “
'Express.
“
11.45 “
“ Buffalo................. ..
“
ffSO p. ir
P. M. Lv Suspension Bridge.......... 1.35 “
Ar Hamilton............ ................ 2.55 “
li;20 “
“
2.35 a. m
“ London................................. 5.55 “
“
7t00 ‘
“ Detroit___ ..............
“
1V10 “
A. M. “ Jackson................................
8.45 p. m.
“ Chicago.................................. 8.00 “
“
A. M. Ar Milwaukee.......................... 11.50 A. M. - 5.30 a. m.
8:55 p. m.
Ar Prairie dn Chein................
7.05 a. m.
P. M. 7.05 A. m Ar LaCrosse.............................. 7.05 a. m.
Ar St. Paul................................ 7.00 A. M.
p. M.
Ar St. Louis............ !................ 8.15 p. m.
A. M.
Ar Sedalia.............. .................... 6.50 A. M.
p. m.
“Denison.............. . ............ 8.00 “
“
“ Galveston........................... 10.00 “
“
....
Ar Bismarck.. „ ..................... 12.01 p. m.
P. M.
“ Columbus.................... 6.30 “
A. M.
“ Little Rock..........................
p. m.
Ar Burlington.......................... 7.00 p. M.
A. m“ Omaha.................................. 7.45 A. m.
P. M.
“ Cheyenne...................... 12.50 P. m.
5.30 “
“ Ogden.......... ......................
8.30 “
“ San Francisco...............
Ar Galesburg ........................... 4.45 P. M,
6.40 A. m“
Quincey..........
....
_____
9.45
“
11.15 “
St. Joseph...... .......... .....
8.10 A. M.
10.00 “
“
Kansas
City......................
..
9.25
“
10.40 P. M.
“ Atchison ................. ............ 11.17 “
11.00 “
“ Leavenworth...................... 12.40 noon.
12.10 “
“ Denver.. ......................... ...
7.00 A. M.

8.30
8.40
9.15
8.30
12.05
Lv SuSDension Bridge............ 1.10
At Hamilton.................... .. ...... 2.45
5.35
9.40
12.15
8.00
Ar Milwaukee......................
. 5,30
At Prairie du Chein......................
Ar La Crosse................................. 11.50
Ar St. Paul...................................... 6.15
Ar St. Louis.................................... 8.15
5.40
8.00
“ Denison........ ....................
“ Galveston.................................. 10.45
11.00
“ Columbus.................................. 5.00
“ Little Rock.......... ...................... 7.30
Ar Burlington. ............................. 8.50
11.00
Ly
“
“
“

Express
Mail.

Express.
a.

$i.
“
“
“
A. M.
A. M,
“
“
“
P. M.
“
A._ m.

C. MONKS,

10.45
10.45
11.15
1.50
8.10
1.35
2.55
5.55
10.00
1.00
8.00
11.50

PROPRIETOR AND MANUFACTURER.^
OF THE

Improved Metallic Lettered

A large octavo of 500 pages, handsomely
prined in. large new type, on heavy toned
paper, sent, post-paid, on receipt of price.

AAB

SIGN PAINTING

Price in cloth, bevelled edges.............. $3 50
“
full calf, blue, gilt edge____ 6 50
All orders should he addressed to the
Publisher,

AND

ENGRAVING,

IBEm. ft. TUCiCEft,

IN ALL ITS BLANCHES.
BTo. 413 BROAI> WAY,

1

Of this, the first volume of Proudhon’s
Complete Works, the Index says:
“Together with Mr. Holyoake’s incom
parable book, this new volume will greatly
enrich the literature of the labor reform.”

IVeYr York,

^Princeton, Mass,jin

TRIANGLE PHYSICIANS.

All diseases growing out of false conjugal relations
will receive especial attention. Our combined medium
hip, shut from the outer world in our cabinet, will
generate a compound element, Magnetized and Spiriti alized, that will prove an elixir of life that we can
i mpart to our patients.
Magnetized Belts for all parts of the system.
Batteries for the head, hands and feet. Paper,
Powders and Liquid Medicines prepared, Electricized,
Magnetized and Spiritualized in a single or double
Triangle Cabinet as the patient may desire. The
Guardian Spirits of every patient will he requested to
accompany the Medicine and aid by their influence.
Three strong Healing Mediums will sit in the cabinet
with an electric apparatus when the medicines are pre
pared. We shall observe all inspirational conditions
that will insure a full flow from our Spiritual Battery,
and require the same of our patients. The age, sex,
married or single, with some of the prominent symp
YORK. toms and conditions of the system, will he required.
One Dollar for a single prescription. Sent by mail
or express. A Stamp must accompany all letters.
Address,
DR. GRAHAM & CO., P. O. Box 75,
Iroquois, Iroquois Co., Illinois.

N. B.—The injunction against the manu
facture
of the Improved Metallic Lettered
O
Wire Signs and Banners having been raised,
I* am now making them at greatly reduced
Through' 'Sleeping Car Arrangements
prices.
9.15 a. si.—Day Express from Jersey City (daily except Sunday), with Pullman’s Drawing-Room Cars
I am painting Gold Sign Boards, 2 ft.'wide,
and connecting at Suspension Bridge with Pullman’s Palace Sleeping Cars, arriving at Chicago 8.00 p.m
the following day in time to take the merning trains from there.
at the low rate of $1 per running foot, board
7.20 p. it.—Night Express from Jersey City (daily), with Pullman’s Palace Sleeping Cars, runs through to
Chicago without change, arriving there at 8.00 a. m., giving passengers ample time for breakfast and tak« thrown in. All otnex Painting at equally
the morning trains to all points West, Northwest and Southwest.
low prices. I invite you to call and examine
mv samples.
CONNECTIONS OF ERIE RAILWAY WITH MAIN LINES AND BRANCHES OF

C. MONKS

i Michigan v Central & Great Western Hallways.
At 9t. Catharines, with Welland Railway, for Tort Colborne.
At Hamilton, with branch for Toronto and intermediate stations; also with branch to Port Dover.
At Harrisburg, with branch for Galt, Guelph, Southampton and intermediate stations.
At Paris, with G. W. R. branch for Brantford and with Goderich branch Grand Trank Railway.
At London, with branch for Petrolia and Sarnia. Also with Port Stanley Branch for Port Stanley, an
daily line of steamers from there to Cleveland.
At Detroit, with Detroit & Milwaukie Railway for Port Huron, Branch Grand Trunk Railway. Also De
troit Lansing & Lake Michigan R. R. to Howard and intermediate stations. Also Detroit & Bay City E. B
Branch Lake S. & M. 8. R. It. to Toledo.
At Wayne, with Flint & Pere M. R. R. to Plymouth, Holy, etc.
At Ypsilanti, with'Detroit, Hillsdale & Eel River R. Rs, for Manchester, Hillsdale, Banker’s, Waterloo
Columbia City, N. Manchester, Denver and Indianapolis.
At Jackson, with Grand River Valley Branch, for Eaton Rapids, Charlotte, Grand Rapids, Nuncia, Pentwatcr, and all intermediate stations. Also, with Air Line for Homer, Nottowa, Three Rivers and Cassopolis.
Also with Jack, Lansing & Saginaw Branch, for Lansing, Owosso, Saginaw, Wenoua, Stemdish, Crawford
and intermediate stations. Also with Fort Wayne, Jack & Saginaw R. R. for Janesville, Waterloo, Fort
Wayne, and Fort Wayne, Muncie & Cin. R. R. to Cincinnati.
At Battle Creek, with Peninsular R. R.
A Kalamazoo, with South Haven Branch, to G. Junction, South Haven, etc. Also with G. Rapids&• Ini.
R It. for Clam Lake and intermediate stations. Also with Branch of L. S. & M.
R. R.
■At Lawton, with Paw Paw R. R. for Paw Paw.
At Niles, with South Bend Branch.
At New Buffalo, with Chicago & Mich. Lake S. R. R. for St. Joseph, Holland, Muskegon, Pentwiu«r ano
all intermediate stations. ■
At Michigan City, with Indianapolis, Peru & €Mcaf M. & Also with Louisville, New Albany & Chicasro R. E.
At Lake, with Joliet Branch to Joliet.
At Chicago, with all railroads diverging.

'

CANCER

;new

The Keenest Satire of Modern
Times. .

The Drama of Deceit.
A Satire in Verse on tlie

Rev.

Henry Ward Beecher,

and. tl-ie Arguments ot Ills Apologists
in tlie (Great Scandal j

DRAMATIS PERSONAS.
Rev. H. W. Beecher................. ........Theodore Tilton.
Deacons of Plymouth Church.. ............F. D. Moulton.
Woodhull.
Chiefs of the great journals__ ----| JG.V.F.C.Train.
1
j
“Jonathan.”
one- of
Lawyer “Sam.”...................... I the people, etc.
Mrs. E. R. Tilton.

The Independent Tract Society have now ready
VALUABLE DISCOVERY.—Dr. J. P. Miller, a
practicing physician at 327 Spruce street, Phila in line covers, the above st.vuti.iisu ampiiubt, show
delphia, has discovered that the extract of cranberries
ing ia vivid colors head ufe
and hemp combined cures headache, either bilious,
“BEHIND THE SCENES"
dyspeptic, nervous or sick headache, neuralgia anti
nervousness. This is a triumph in medical chemistry, in the greatest scandal of any age!
The “ways that were dark, and the tricks that
and sufferers all over the country are ordering by
mail. He prepares it in pills at 50 cents a box. The proved vain,” are here exposed to the glaring light ol
Doctor is’largely known and highly respected.—Phila the day.
The inimitable arguments of “Jonathan;” his pri
delpkia Bulletin.
vate opinions publicly expressed, are like nothing
since ihe “ Bigelow Papers.”
The readers of Woodhull and Claflin’s Weekly
will find in this brochure the great principles of Social
Freedom pungentiy set torth without the slightest
iluminefy.
in short, it will he read everywhere and by every
body, in cars, on steamboat, in the woods of Maine
r (cH-J-sshlo*
Pressforcards,labels,envelopes and on the Western plains, iu cabin and iu castle.
etc. Larger sizes for large work.
Piiice : prepaid by mail, 15 cents per single copy;
'‘Biisimess Men do their printing and per 100. $10.
advertising, save money and increase
WANTED.—Eirst class Canvassers, to whom splen
trade. Amateur Printing, delight did commission will be paid.
\ fulpastime for spare hours. BOYS
SELLS AT SIGHT!
1
^ have great fun aud make money fast
Address all orders to
'PfifttllSs?7 atprinting. Send two stamps for full
S*
catalogue presses type etc, to the Mfrs
INDEPENDENT TRACT SOCIETY,

"A

Cured Without the Knife or Pain,

Diseases of Females
i A SPECIALTY FOR TWENTY YEARS,
For' seven years Professor of Obstetrics and
Diseases of Women in a New York Medical College.

PROF. J. M. COMIInS, M, D ,

5 45 Lexington Avenue«

isnsw YORK.

PSYCHOMETRY.
Power has been given me to delineate character, to
describe the mental and spiritual capacities of per
sons, and sometimes to indicate their future and their
locations for health, harmony and business,
persons desiring aid of this sort will please send me
teeir handwriting, state age.and sex, and inclose $2,

v

413 BBOADWAY*

M. SsPEAR, mo Mt» Yemcta steset, PMfe.

gJp]$jOwB0 Ymr Own Printing

• MM’LBWE&QQe ’MewiAem. ffionn.

:! A.

Box 37, Wop.cesteb, Mass. tBriggs Davis,

# General Manager, ^General Passenger Ag’t, /

Sec. and Treas. i

r

-

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD.
T „■
THE GREAT TRUNK LINE
^ AND UNITED STATES MAIL ROUTE.
Trains leave New York, from foot of Desbrosse ]
and COrtlandt streets, as follows:
Express for Harrisburg, Pittsburgh, the West and
South, with Pullman Palace Cars attached, 9:30 A. M.,
5 and 8:30 P.M. Sunday, 5 and 8:30 P. M.
For Baltimore, Washington and the South, Limited
Washington Express of Pullman Parlor cars, daily,
except Sunday, at 9:30 A. M.; arrive at Washington
4:10 P.M. Regular at 8:40 A. M., 3 and 9 P. M. Sun
day, 9 P. M.
Express for Philadelphia, 8:40, 9:30 A. M., 12:30, 3,
4. 4:10, 5, 7, 8:30, 9 P. M., and 12 night. Sunday, 5, 7,
8:30 and 9 P. M. Emigrant and second class, 7 P. M.
For Newark at 6:30, 7:20, 7:40, 8, 9, 10, 11 A. M., 12
M., 1, 2, 2:30, 3:10, 3:40, 4:10, 4:30, 5,5:20, 5:40, 6, 6:10,
6:30, 7, 7:30, 8:10,10,11:30 P. M., and 12 nighk Sun
day, 5:28, 7 and 8:10 P. M.
For Elizabeth, 6, 6:30, 7:20, 7:40, 8, 9, 10 A. M., 12
M., 1, 2, 2:30, 3:10, 3:40, 4:10, 4:30, 4:50, 5:20, 5:40, 6,
6:10, 6:30, 7, 7:30, 8:10, 10, 11:80 P. M., and 12 night.
Sunday, 5:20, 7 and 8:10 P. M.
For Rahway, 6. 6:30, 7:20, 8, 10 A. M., 12 M., 1, 2,
2:30,3:10, 3:40,4:10, 4:30, 4:50, 5:20,5:40. 6, 6:10,6:30,7,
8:10,10 P. M. and 12 night. Sunday, 5:20 and 7 P. M.
For Woodridge, Perth Amboy, and South Amboy,
6 and 10 A. M., 2:30. 4:50 and 6 P. M,
For New Brunswick, 7:20 and 8 A. M„ 12 M., 2, 3:10,
4:30, 5:20, yuo, 7 P. M., and 12 night. Sunday, 7
P. M. f-8
For East Millstone, 12 noon, 3:10 and 4:30 P. M. 3
For Lambertville and Fleniington, 9:30 A. M., and \
P. M.
i
For Phillipsburg and Belvidere, 9:30 A. M., 2 ana i
P. M.
For Bordentovvn, Burlington and Camden, 7:20 and
9:30 A. M., 12:30, 2, 4, 4:10 and 7 P. M.
For Freehold, 7:20 A. M., 2 and 4:10 P. M.
For Farmingdaie and Squad, 7:20 A. M. and 2 P. M.
For Hightstbwn, Pemberton and Camden, via Perth'
Amboy, 2:30 P. M. For Hightstbwn and Pemberton,
6 A. M.
Ticket offices 526 and 944 Broadway, 1 Astor House,
and foot of Deebrosses and Cortlandt streets; 4 Court
street, Brooklyn; and 114,116 and 118 Hudson street,
Hoboken. Emigrant ticket office, 8 Battery Place.
Frank Thompson,
D. M. BOYD, Jr.,
j

,

